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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Overview of Computer Communj-cation

In the coming century, the emergence of a new framework based
on telecommunications may be decisive for the way in which
economic and social'exchanges are conducted, the way knowledge
is created and retrieved, an$' the character of the occupations
and work in which we engage.-

The "information societyr" the "technological revolution," the

"post-industrial societyr" the "Third waver" and the "computer age" are

all names that have been given to the profound. changes shaping contempo-

rarl society. Futurists such as Bell, Masuda, Thompson, and Toffler

agree that the computer and its resulting communication potential have

been and will be the most sigmificant d.evelopment to influence society

since the Industrial Revolution.

The info:mation collecting, manipulating, generating, and communi-

cating capabilities of computers will have tremend.ous impact on our

Iives. The fundamental function of computer technology is to substitute

and amplify the mental labor of man.2 o= Martin explains, computers act

as a storage battery for human intellect, and data networks provide the

I-Daniel Bel-l, "The Social Framework of the Inforn,ation Society," in
The Computer Age: A Twenty-Year View, eds. Michael A. Dertouzos and Joel
Moses (Carnbridge, IvtA: Massachusetts Institute of fechnology Press, 1979),
p. 164.

)-Yoneji Masuda, The Information Society as Post-Industrial Society
(Tokyo: Institute for the Information Society, 1980), p. 31.



means of distributing the resource=.3

Computer communication, which is also referred, to as telecorununica-

tions, data communication, or computer-mediated communication, combines

the technologies of the telephone, computer, and television to form an

integrated information and conununication system that transmj-ts data and.

permits instantaneous interaction among persons and computers.

Many computer conununication systems use centralized or partially

centralized processing which involves a central computer facility con-

nected to a network of smaller terminals or desktop computers by tele-

phone modems. Messages are entered into the system using the keyboard,

of the terminal and instantaneously sent to the central computer over

telephone lines. The central computer processes the messages as di-

rected--electronically transmitting them to one or more other terminals

on the network, calling up information stored in the computer's memory,

depositing information in the central computer's memory, or whatever else

is directed by the sender. Messages are instantaneousllr received b1z the

receiver's terrninal from the central computer and are printed out on

paper (hard copy) or on a television-like screen (cathode ray tr:be).

Non-centralized distributed. computer communication systems consist

of a network of linked micro, mini, or mainframe computers each havinq

information storage, generation, and transfer capacities and thus not re-

quiring a central host computer. In this case, messages are transferred

directly from the senderrs computer over telephone lines to one or more

receiver computers on the network.

3J"*"" Martin, The
Hall, L978) , p. 85.

Wired Society (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-
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ComPuter conununication is becoming an increasingly important func-

tion. As of 1980, it was estimated that 90 percent of all United States

computers spend part of all of their time connected to a comnunication
4Il-ne.

In the past, computers have been more or less the exclusive property

of large corporations or institutions. Used primarily for accounting or

scientific functions, they required a staff of data processing special-

ists and computer scientists to direct their operation. Today, compu-

ters are much more t'user friendly" so even people with very little com-

Puter expertise can operate them. The programs that control the computer

are so sophistieated that some "langiuages" used to command and interact

with the computer are more like corwnon conversation than traditional com-

puter programming languages. Therefore, only a minimal amourt of train-

ing is needed to perform m;u1y operations on todayrs computers.

computer comrnunication is just beginning to find its prace in the

world. because up until recently the cost, of computer usage and, storage

necessary to facilit,ate communication by computer was too expensive to

permit the extended use of processor time. A primary factor in reducing

computer costs was the d.evelopment of interactive timesharing computer

systems which allow simultaneous use of the same central computer by many

users at different locations. The d.rastic decline of computer costs

during the past d.ecade, more "user frielndly" systems, and the development

of very powerful yet relatively inexpensive microcomputers have all given

impetus to the computer communication revolution.

-Morris Edwards, "Understanding Data Communicationts Basicsr" in The
Computer A9e_, p. 7.



Just as when radio, television, and even the telephone were new

media, it takes a period of eryerimentation before enough is understood

about the potential and unique attributes of the new med.ium to d.iscover

its most effective applications and to gain popular acceptance. There

is an interesting para11e1 between the growth of other media and. growth

of the computer. The telephone, like radio and television, grew as a

communication medium because of the network. It was universal, shared,

national and international, accessible, cheapf standardized, and effi-

cient. These same qualities will be the key to the future of computer

conmunr-caE'Lon.

The full impact of the computer communication revolution may not

be felt, however, until the home computer becomes as universal as the

telephone or television. In spite of a growing interest in home compu-

ters, they are not likely to become popular until the public perceives

them to be easy to use and until a number of business, educationat, and

community services can be made available on an econom:lc basis to termi-

naI, users.

Handling the Information Deluge

We live in an age in which information is not only a renewable re-

source, but a self-generating one. As Naisbitt notes, there are between

6,000 and 7,000 scientific articles written each day. The amount of sci-

entific and. technj-cal information now increases 13 percent a year, which

f A. M. Macllahonr "Computer Communication--Concepts and Technologiy,"
in Electronic Cormnunications Systems, ed. William C. House (New York:
Petrocelli Books, 1980), p. L4-

a-William C. House, ed.. , Electronic Communications Systefrsr p. 69.
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me€u1s it doubles every 5.5 years.T

This level of information is clearly impossible to handle without

the aid of computerized information storage and retrieval systems. Com-

puters can bring order to the chaos of the information deluge and thereby

allow users to access needed data at their convenience. This is the

principle driving force behind the new electronic publishers who provid,e

on-line data bases and information utilities which provide the communica-

tion channels for sorting through and. selecting the desired information.

Computerized videotex information services such as Prestel, Ceefax,

and Antiope now provid,e news, weather, and sports plus a vast array of

other information to sr:bscribers in Europe. The Source and CompuServe

allow sr:bscribers in this country to access various d.ata bases and re-

ceive requested information. In addition, broadcasting companies, finan-

cial institutions, publishing houses, and major retailers are currently

involved in testing various types of videotex networks to d.etermine

possible applications of this emerging cornrnunications technology.

As these computer networks develop, they create a unique form of

centralization by bringing large bodies of information to central compu-

ter memories for storage and retrieval. They also allow for decentral-

ization through remote access to the central memory. This decentraliza-

tion allows decision points to take independent actions, confident that

automatic updating by the central memorry will take care of all interac-

tions among decisions.B Computers can play a very significant role in

John Naisbitt, Megatrends: Ten New Directions Transforming Our
Lives (New York: Warner Communications , L9BZ) , p. 24.

x
Herbert A. Simon, "Consequences of Computers for Centralization and

Decent,ralizationr" in The Computer Age, p. 216.
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the decision making process by opening up the process for greater parti-

cipation and by providing access to more information. In addition, com-

puter conununica.tion systems bring the computing power of the computer to

bear on the decision process, using its ability to process, anaLyze, and

synthesize vast quantities of d,ata.

Computer communication systems cEur serve important management func-

tions, but as Simon points out, all too often they have been used incor-

rectly. fnstead. of using the computer as a producer of information, we

should be learning to use it as a compactor of information to reduce the

amount of information that managers must absorb, and to assist in the

analysis of the deci-sion alternatives.9

Other Communication Applications

Other emerging potentials of computer communication systems which

add to and build upon the informatj-on storage and retrieval and deci-sion

analysis capacities are electronic mail functj.ons and computer con-

ferencing.

Today the telephone is a primary lateral communication channel which

links people in advanced societies. Telephone messages are transmitted

in real-time. Both parties are simultaneously linked via the telephone

Iines. While this allows for the irnmediate sending and receiving of mes-

sages, i-t is not always the most efficient and cost-effective medium.

It is estimatei that only 28 percent of phone calls are completed on the
1n

first attempt.--

o- rbi,c,. , p. 206 .

10_-i--,rr--Rorrald UhU-g,
Future (amsterdam:

D. J. Farber,
North-Holland

and J. H. Bair, The Office
Publishing, L979), p. 37.

of the
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The problem of uncompleted phone calls is elirninated by electronic

mail. Like conventional mai1, it transmits messages in non-real time.

The sender and the receiver do not have to be on-line at the same time.

Messages simply wait in the receiver's "electronic nailbox,' until they

are accessed. Unlike conventional mail, electronic messages travel in-

stantaneously. Communicating word processors allow the same message to

be sent to multiple locations with the same ease and speed, as one. An-

other important difference is that electronic mail also can take place in

real time which allows sender and receiver to "talk" back and forth.

Another communication application which is gaining popularity is

computer conferencing. Computerized conferencing can be viewed as a

written version of the conference phone call, except for the important

advantages that each participant can select the time he or she wishes to

send or t...i.r".11 Computer conferencing is similar to electronic mes-

saging, however instead of sending individual messages, the computer con-

ference establishes a shared space on the network where participants can

hold a contmon discussion and maintain all the proceedings in a file for

later reference. Conferencing may be simultaneous with persons engaging

in exchange at the same time, or delayed when participants enter and re-

trieve at their convenience. It can range from informal jottings to for-

ma1 presentations. Thd conference can be programmed, to set specific

roles and. responsibilities with a group leader performing the organiza-

tional role of leading the group discussion.

11Murray Turoff
puter, " in Electronic

and Starr Roxann
Communications

e Hiltz , "Meeting Through Your Com-
SysternS , p. 2OO .
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The research shows computer conferencing to be a supplement to

rather than a repracement for other communication nedia.l2 Just like

mail, telephone, face-to-face meetings, or print media, this new medium

has its own special characteristics. computer conferencing has been

used by geographically d.ispersed individuals for brainstorming to sti-mu-

late creative id.eas, for group planning and consensus porling, for co-

authorship of reports or papers, and for refereeing articles for publica-

tion. Computer conferencing can effectively rnake use of techniques such

as Delphi and nominal group for setting priorities and developing plan-

ning strategies by collecting the informed judgnnents from a group of "ex-

perts." The series of structured questionnaires used, in the Delphi tech-

nique can be more easj-ly adninistered and processed when using a compu-

terized network.

From their research on knowledge synthesis using computer conferenc-

ing at The Institute for the Future, Vian and Johansen have dj-scovered

some differences in the way people communicate, handle information, and

solve problems when using computer conferencing as compared to other

communication media. First, they note that the computer conference is

often characterized by informal exchanges that result in initiating
1?creative ideas.-" The computer conference allows for greater networking

between persons with different areas of e><pertise and. for building ideas

as a group synthesis process. They discovered computer conferencing is

L2 Ibid. , p. 206.
t<-'Kathleen Vian and Robert Johansen, "Knowledge Synthesis and Com-

puter-Based Communications Systems: Changing Behaviors and Concepts"
(Institute for the Future, February 1981), p. 6 (nArC ED 206 265).



best suited for exchanging information and for general discussion of

ideas, but is not as well suited for resolving diff.r"rr".".tn

Both electronic mail and computer conferencing, however, suffer from

the same disadvantages as other non-real time comnunication. There is a

lack of eye-contact and other forms of non-verbal communication which

help to add richness and meaning to the message in face-to-face conver-

sations. Faciar expression, gestures, and verbal intonations are arso

missing. Electronic mail and computer conferencing require that parti-

cipants type their messages and have a strong commitment to regular par-

ticipation. sometimes participants are skeptical about using the new

medium. New cotrmunication and group leadership skilIs may be required to

facilitate electronic communication.

Johansen and Vallee write that there has been little research on the

use of computer conferencing on the organizational and communication
'ttr

characteristics.-- Such research should include an analysis of the cost,

freguency of interaction, participation data, time need,ed, to complete a

task, the amount of travel need.ed, and participation map to chart each

personts involvement by role and message. This data could. then be com-

pared to that generated by using traditional methods.

Most of the literature on electronic mail and. computer conferencing,

in fact on all forms of computer conununication, seems to emphasize the

t4

Ibid., p. 9.
t5

Robert Johansen and Jacques Val1ee, "Impact of Computer-Based Com-
munication Network on the Working Patterns of Researchers: Design for
Evaluation of Effects Related to Prod.uctivityr" paper presented. at annual
meeting of American Sociologi-ca1 Association, August 1976, p. 5 (ERIC
ED 183 2L6).
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positive aspects of the new medium and mininrize the negative. This is

perhaps quite understandable when one realizes that most people writing

on the subject tend to have a strong basis favoring increased use of such

systems. Also, since the medj-um is just beginning to d,evelop, there is

only a very minimal amount of research available which analyzes its ef-

fectiveness and adaptability to d.ifferent communication situations. If

computer communication is successful in gaining popular acceptance, it

is very likely to be a wide open field, for future conununicatj-on research

mad,e easier because the data is conveniently stored for future investiga-

tion--not evanescent as in some other forms of communication.

Nature and. Puryos,e of the Stud.y

The pur?ose of this study is to explore the various alternative ap-

plications of computer communj-cation technology by the University of

Wisconsin Cooperative Extension Service. As an educational institution,

CES is responsible for providing educational programs using research and

resources of the University System to address the high priority problems

of the staters rural and urban citizens, groups, and conununities.

In an age of rapj-dly increasing information, Extension has the task

of distributing the information and research needed by the citizens of

the state to solve their problems. Communication is an intecrral ald es-

sential part of this process.

To increase its capacities to distribute and process information,

Extension has implemented, a statewide network, known as WfSPLAN, which

links the locaI county Extension offices in 7l counties to a central com-

puter on the Madison campus. WISPLAN began Ln L976 with a network of
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remote printing terminals in six counties and became a statewide network

with terminals in all county offices in February 1983. Because the net-

work was just recently completed, only a few of its many corununj-cation

applications have been tapped.

In this study I will describe:

the present uses of the WTSPLAN network;

some of the additional communication applications created by
supplementing the present system with microcomputers in each
county office;

some of the increased communication potential offered by in-
corporating videotex technology into the system.

The first part of this study will d,escribe the current cormnunication

opportunities of the recently courpleted computer network. At present,

there are two primary uses of the WISPLAN computer network. The first is

an internal electronic mail function which send,s computerized messages

between tlro or more users. The second includes the various computer de-

cision aid programs which utilize the problem solving and computational

capacities of the computer.

From there, the study will attempt. to identify some of the additional

cosununication potential which may be created, if the WISPLAI{ network would

be expanded to include microcomputers in each of the county offices. The

experience gained from the FACTS (Fast Agricultural Communications Ter-

rninal System), the county-based rnicrocomputer network of the Cooperative

Extension Service of Purdue University, will help to provide a basis for

this parb of the study.

Finally, the study will consider the possibilities for future en-

hancements to the WISPLAN computer communication system by incorporating
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videotex technology. Tt will reviel^/ some of the e><perimental trials of

various educational applications of broadcast teletext and interactive

viewdata systems including WHA-TV|s Infotext; Project Green Thr-rmb in

Kentucky; I{ETA-TV in Washington, D.C.; Grass Roots in Manitoba, Canada;

and Prestel in creat Britain.

As a result of this study, this writer hopes to better understand

the various ways a computer network can be used for some of the cormuni-

cation functions of the Cooperative Extension Service.

Review of Literature

fnformation and background for this study was gained by a review of

literature in three basic areas. First was a study of general informa-

tion on computer communication and its projected impact on the future.

broad perspective is provided by such readj-ngs as Toffler's & Third

waver16 Mu.sudars The Information Society as Post-Industrial SocietyrlT

Nora and Minc's The Computerization of SocietyrlS .rrd Naisbitt's Mega-
10

trends: Ten New Directions Tran:longiry. Our Lives.'- The Micro Mi1-

I"r,i*20 describes the evolution of the computer from its cumbersome,

mechanical beginnings to its possible role in creating artificial ultra-

t6or.rin Toffler, The lhird wave (New York: Bantom Books, 1981).
1'7*'Yoneji 

Masuda, The Information Society as Post-fndustrial Society
(Tokyo: fnstitute for the Information Society, 1.980).

lSri*on Nora and Alain Minc, The Computerization € Society (Carn-
bridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1980).

ln"onn Naisbitt, Megatrends: Ten New Directions Transfonning our
Lives (New York: Warrler Communications, L982).

20--Christopher Evans, The Micro Millennium (New York: Washington
Square Press, L979).
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intelligence. Interesting issues and impacts of computerization are dis-

cussed in the collection of essays, & Comput_er Age: A Twenty-Year View,

edited by Dertouzos and Mo".=.21 Lancaster develops a theorical model

for building an extensive electronic information system in Toward Paper-

less rnformation systems.22

Applications of this computer technology and its impact on organiza-

tions are discussed by Uhlig, I'arber, and Bair in The Office of the

Future.23 The nature, potential, and impact of computer conferencing is

developed by Hi-Itz and Turoff in The Network uation.24 Researchers such

as Danowski and Rice offet *ou.r" ,otL""rotr'il evatuating the impact

of computer communications systems.

A second, more specific area of research focused, on examining appli-

cations of computer conmunication systems by the Cooperative Extension

Services in different states. Many models for network configuration are

being tested by various land grant universities around the country. Some

of these models include the WISPLAN model of remote printing terminals,

the Purdue FACTS model of microcomputers, and the multi-state network

such as AGNET based in Nebraska. Preliminary research is now being under-

taken to evaluate the e>rperience gained from these various mod.els.

2LMichael A. Dertouzos EInd Joel Moses, eds., The Computer Age: A
fwenty-Year View (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
L979).

22s. w. Lancaster, Toward PaperLess rnformation systems (New York:
Academic Press, L978).

23Rona1d Uhlig, D. J. Farber, and J. H. Bair, The Office of the
Future (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing, L979).

24st^tt Roxanne Hiltz and Murruy Turoff, The Network Nation: Human
Communication Via Computer (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley,
L97e).
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Computer conununication systems used by Cooperative Extension can be

more than just internal message systems. rn the future they may be able

to interface with clientele and provide a vehicle for program delivery.

Bejot points out that several states are now using computers to support

Extension staff in improving program de1iveol.25 According to Douce,

Extension agents must take advantage of technology and develop innovative

programs to use it. The computer can expand available information and

the agent's ability to educate clientele and thereby strengthen the

county delivery system.zo Paulson states:

The Extension Service nationally is approaching a cross-roads
in educational program delivery technology. A choice must be
made soon between continuj-ng to rely on face-to-face contact
for the major part of its program delivery or the accelerated.
incorporation of the new technologies available into integrated,
comprehensive, Iearning modules d.esigned to provide individua[;
ized. instructions. Which path do you think we should choose?''

To better integrate developments in computer technolog:y by Cooper-

ative Extension, regional computer institutes are being established. The

first, the North Central Computer Institute located in Madison, Wiscon-

sin was founded in June 1981 to provide technical support, training, and

multi-state cooperation and coordination in the development of extension

computer communication systems. Staff papers, quarterly publications,

and interviews with staff members were a very useful source of informa-

tion for this studv.

25o"rrnis Bejot, "Extension and Extension Cords r "
sion 18 (September-October 1980) :25.

Journal of Exten-

26e. Keith Douce, "A Blue Sky Perspectiv€, " Journal of Extension L7
(May-June L979) zL4.

)'7-'Gerald D. Paulsen, "The Secret Is Out,"
(ltay-June L979):33.

Journal of Extension L7
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The third major area of investigation was a study of several educa-

tional applications and trials of various vid.eotex technology. The major

projects examined in this part of the study include Infotext, the tele-

text systen currently being used to broadcast closed captions and. agri-

cultural information by WHA-TV, the University of Wisconsin-Extension

educational television station; the USDAb'Green Thunb Project in Kentucky;

Grass Roots using Canadars Telidon system; the WETA-TV educational tele-

text trial j-n Washington, D.C. r and the agricultural service on Prestel

in Great Britain.

Organization of the Study

Ttris first chapter of this study provides the theorical framework

for the study. It offers an overview of computer communication, explains

the nature and purpose, and discusses the literature which was reviewed.

as a basis for the studv.

Chapter two will focus on a description of the University of Wiscon-

sin Cooperative Extension Service and describe its current WISPLAI{ com-

puter conuntrnication system. Discussion will concentrate on the two pri-

mary uses of the system--electronic mail and computer decision aid pro-

grams.

Chapter three will explore the enhanced eonununication potential

generated by e4panding the WISPLAN network to include microcomputers in

all county extension offices. Experiences generated from the Purd.ue

FACTS system will be analyzed to provide data for possible applications.

Chapter four will examine the comprehensive information collection

and retrieval potential that could result from the integration of videotex
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technology into the WISPLAN system. Discussion will include experience

gained from various educational videotex trials including Infotext, the

Green Thumb Project, Grass Roots in Canada, WETA-TV in Washington, D.C.,

and the agricultural information service on Prestel in Great Britain.

The concluding chapter will surunarj-ze some of the inplications of

computer corununication for the Cooperative Extension Service and suggest

areas for further research.



CHAPTER TWO

THE CURRENI WISPLAI{ SYSTEM

Nature of the Extension Organization

The University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension Service (CnS) pro-

vides educational programs and lead.ership experiences for state residents

through a unique partnership between the University of Wisconsin system,

the u.s. Department of Agriculture, and local county governments. The

Extension Service was initiated in 1914 by the Srnith-Lever Act and sub-

sequent enabling legislation. Its mission is to provide educational pro-

grErms using the knowledge and research of the land grant universities to

address local problems and concerns.

With administrative and budgetary support coming from a triad of

federal, state, and county governments, CES has two major networks of

personnel. One is the network of county extension offices in the 72

counties throughout the state staffed by county extension agents. The

other is a network of statewide specialists organized in program areas

officed at the rand. grant college and other uw system campuses. state

specialists provide the subject matter expertise to the county staff who

interface with clientele at the local level. County staff determine the

local clientele to be reached, the subject matter to be taught, and the

educational channel to be used to add.ress the hiqh priority problems,

need.s, and conce.rns of the state t s rural and urban citizens and communi-

ties. The four major areas of CES programs are Agriculture,/AgriBusiness,
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Fanily Living/Home Economics, 4-H Youth Development, and Community,

Natural Resource and Economic Development. A formal organizational

chart is included as Figure 2.1.

Thus, the primary mission of CES is to work with clientele to co-

operatively identify problems, corurunicate those problems to researchers

and specialists on campuses, and to distribute research and information

through counseling, instruction, practical demonstration, print media,

computers, and audiovj-sua1 technology. I

From this brief description of Wisconsinrs Cooperative Extension

Service, it is apparent that the communication functions of information

f1ow, problem identification, and decision making within the organiza-

tion, and the conununication and information dissemination between faculty

members and the clientele groups they serve are both interrelated and

critical aspects of this organization.

Computer Use by CES

On a national basis, Cooperative Extension first began using compu-

ters in the nid-1950's originally for statistical analysis in research

at agricultural experimental stations. During the 1960rs computer pro-

grams were adapted to farm management applications to facilitate decision

making and planning operations. More recently computers are becoming

conununication tools to more effectively transfer information throughout

the entire system.

As when any new technology is introduced, time and research are

necessary to test various applications to discover the most effective

l"Mi==ion of Cooperative Extension Service," July 26t Lg82, p. 1.
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uses of that technology. Currently several states are experimenting with

various models of computer applications to determine what will best serve

the needs of Cooperative Extension, TELEPLAN at Michigan State Univer-

sity, AGNET based in Nebraska, FACTS at Purdue, KCAT at Kansas, and

DEcArDs at Minnesota are exampres of some of the computer appU-cations

currently being tested at land grant universiti"r.2

The computer conununication system under development in Wisconsin is

called wrsPr,AN. Given impetus by a severe drought in 1976, initial pro-

gr€rms on the wrsPr,AN system were designed to facilitate feed ration

balancing for dairy farmers. WISPLAN was begun in 1976 with a network

of remote printing terminals in six counties. It became a statewid.e net-

work in February 1983 when 7I of the 72 county offices were equipped with

remote printing tersrinals connected to the host mainframe computer in

Madison by telephone modems. (Menominee County is the only county office

not currently on-lj-ne.) Terminals are also located in the six d,istrict

offices around the state. other extension administrators and specialists

also have terminals. These terminals are classified as "dumb" terminals

because they have no information storage or computational capacities.

They are only input,/output devices that must access programs and informa-

tion stored in the mainfrErme computer.

WISPLAN is currently being run on the WITS (Wisconsin Instructional

Timesharing Systetn) interactive timesharing system using a Digital Equip-

ment Corporation (DEC) PDP-1l computer at Mad.ison Acad,emic Computing Cen-

ter (I4ACC). "Interactive" means that users can conmunicate with the com-

t-Interview with Paul Edison-Swift, Arlin Brannstrom, and Lois Berg,
North Central Computer Institute, Madison, Wisconsin, March 4t 1983.
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puter while it processes their data. Interactj-ve systems are "friend,lier"

than the previous batch mode systems in which the user could only feed,

his stack of punched cards, tape, or other storage medium into the com-

puter and then wait until the job was processed,. Errors were not d.e-

tected until the entire run was completed or aborted. Interactive sys-

tems cosununicate with the user to identify errors, check results or

modify programs as they are being executed.

The tj:nesharing aspect eli.minates another frustration of the ear-

lier systems, their inability to process more than one job at a time.

Timesharing systems assign each user a "slice" of processing time and ro-

tate service among the programs until each job is completed. Because the

computer is able to very quickly switch between several different func-

tions and keep track of a1l the jobs it is processing, the user has the

feeling that he,/she is enjoying exclusive use of the system.

WISPLAN leases 19 telephone ports or connections to the DEC PDP-II

computer from I,IACC. The lease fee includes the computer time and stor-

age for those 19 ports. The cost is shared, by the 71 participating

counties on a fo::rnula which compensates for differences in such factors

as number of agents in the office, the population of the county, and the

number of farms. Counties access the mainframe computer by placing a

call to the Madison computer using either local (Madison area), STs

(State Telephone System), In-WATS, or direct dial long distance phone

lines. l,'herefore, the telephone costs represent a substantial budgetary

expense for using the system. WISPLAN coordinator, Shaun Abshere, cal-

culates that it'would cost $11,992 for each county office to use the
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computer one hour per week for one year.

USeS of WISPLA}T

Primary use of the WISPLAN network falls in two main categories:

internal electronic messages (computer nail) and decision aid programs.

Data is collected on the number of computer runs by user and program exe-

cuted. To date there are 75 programs on the system including program

utilities and e:<perj-mental prograns. The most used programs are the two

electronic message programs: BROADCAST, an electronic newsletter which

aIlows certain users to send messages to all users or all users in any

of 18 specific user groups, and MAIL which al1ows 6rny user to send a mes-

sage to any other user or group of users. In February 1-983, WfSPLAN was

accessed for a total of 6472 runs--3200 of those rlrns were for BROADCAST

or MAIL. Related to these programs is FIND IT, which serves as a direc-

tory to locate user nurnbers of other WISPLAN users. It was run 538

times. Next in line were BADGER BALANCER, a dairy ration program, run

430 times, and WfSPOP, a population statistics program, run 277 tLmes.A

An evaluation done in L979 of the WISPLAN communications functions

surveyed users to determine attitudes toward the BROADCAST and MAIL pro-

grams.- While only 51 counties had terminals at that tj-me, the study

for:nd users felt Extension needed a faster means of information dissemi-

?
"Shaun Abshere, TTWISPLAN: Estimated Telephone Costs to Wisconsin

(jountiesr" March 4, 1983, p. 5.

A=Interview with Shaun Abshere, WISPLAN Coordinator, University of
Wisconsin-Extension, Madison, Wisconsin, March 3, 1983.

-James A. Danowski, "An Evaluation of the University of Wisconsin-
Extension's WISPLAN Computer Communication System: A Report on a Survey
of Usersr" Mad.ison, Wisconsin, May 1981, pp. 6-15.
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nation and that they would increase their own use of MAI], and BROADCAST

substantially if others would also favor widespread implementation of

computer communications. Actual use data found a tradeoff between com-

puter use and use of other conununication modes. Nine units per month of

MAIL and BROADCAST replaced 25 units of other modes, primarily telephone.

As more counties came on-line and the computer mail no longer had to be

duplicated and sent via conventional mail to these counties without ter-

minals, there has been a substantial increase in the nunrlcer of users and

the nurnber of message units transmitted over WfSPLAN. This trend can be

expected to continue as users become more familiar with the system.

Actual user data support this conclusion. According to Abshere,

WISPLAN programs were run 8700.times in the four month period between De-

cember 1981 and March 1982. During that same four month period the fol-

Iowing year (December 1982-March 1983) there were 27,000 WISPLAI{ runs,

over a 300 percent increase. Fifty-nine percent of the runs were elec-

tronic *.s="girrg.6

Examples of current uses of the electronic mail capacity of the

wrsPr,AN computer communication network incl-ude updates from subject

matter specialists on rapidly changing conditions such as commod.ity and

futures markets, legislation affecting particular clientele groups,

weather, or the latest insect infestation and, what to do about it. Users

are reminded of meetings and coming events. The personnel coordinator

regularly sends out information regarding position vacancies and changes

in personnel. The Agricultural Journalism Department send.s out a list

oCor,rrat""tion with Shaun Abshere, I,tj-crocomputer In-service Training,
Stevens Point, Wisconsin, April 28, 1983.
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of timely news releases tthich agents can selectively filter and print out

only those of use in their county. Some examples of typical WISPLAN

BROADCAST messages can be seen in Flgure 2.2.

other uses include sending memos, requests for information, reac-

tions to information, follow-up to previous correspond.ence, and other

messages that would otherwise be conveyed by conventional mail or tele-

phone. The instant response potential provides a convenient method for

quickly voting or polling a group on a specific issue. Unique functions

offered by the protective codes permit a user to allow others to read

his mail and other files or to restrict access to his stored information.

Even though these privacy protection codes can be violated by someone

with sufficient prograruning knowledqe, it is generally found that most

users tend to be candj-d in computer messages, confident that their mes-

sages won't "fal1 into the wrong hand.s."7

There are several advantages to expanded. use of an internal computer

mail system for CES. First, it provides a one-to-many communication op-

portunity which can increase the communication flow. For example, a spe-

cialist can send one broadcast to all county agents without having to

make copies, stuff and address envelopes, and wait two to three days for

the message to be received. It is fast--a message can be sent and. re-

ceived instantaneously. Because it is a non-simultaneous communication,

sender and receiver cern access the message at their convenience. Users

are not interrupted as with phone calls. Computer messages are completed

virtually 100 percent of the time, compared to the 28 percent completion

1
'Ronald Uhlig,

Future (emsterdam:
D. J. Farber, and J. H. Bair, The Office
North-Holland Publishiog, L979), p . 37 .

of the
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Corrrmand (HELF) I print 1

****+*r**#rr*r****+****+****i*+f**il*****i**tIt*****Jt***i**tt*******t***********
Fnomi 111,32 Nitrl(e' Sue (Fanilv Liuing Ed) on 18-Apr-83 at lE:13"CS

SubiectI startins time at Sieuens Point

Ecast to Group(s)i 2 Lines! 15 Exp-Datei ?7-Apn-83

T0: Persons atten,Jins tnr foi Science/Human Nutrition inservices
in Steuens Point April ?7-28.

FR0l'l: Susan Nirzke

l.le will stari our inservice sessions 0n ApniI ?7 at 9:30 Al't (not 8!30
as orisinallv planned). This will allou those oF vou whs are close
to come in thgt mornins.

l.le will end on the 28th at 3:30

See vou there !

Susan

Do you wish to save [v/tN)] ?

Corumand {HELP} I print 2

f*+*t*i*fr*******+*I*****t*t*.r*+***+**i*********r**r.**+*****************I******
From! 111'31 6oebel, Karen (Fanrilv Resources & Eonsurner Scienc on l8-Apr-8

Subiecti ALTERNATIUE l'lARITAL PROPERTY REF0RI'| BILL iNTR0DUCED

Ecast To Group(s) i 1 2 Linesl t1 Exp-DatE: 28-Apr-83

The Nelsen/Pan:er ALTERNATIUE bill (AB 376) to
the Comprehensiue l'1arit,al Propertv ReForm bill (AB ?tr0) has been introduced
as oF 4/!4/83.

It is beins prirrted n0Lr an,l I an not certain h0L, much ir, ulili diFFer frcm iast
year's uersion which aepeared as Substitute Amendmrnt ? f0 Ag 370. In any
c35Er I assume il urill stres: again the concepts 0F separate propertz'
but malie modificalions in the curfent szgtem.

Both AB 200 and AB 376.rill be,iiscussed it the hearins on Apnii ?5 in
the Asserrrbly Chambers besrnni.re at 1100 p.m.

Do vou r.,ish to save Ir/iN)] ?

Conmand (HELPi I print 3

-F***.it**+++**********f*++****'t**t ***+*******i*+***i+*r -!.r fl. ****+****+t***+i****+***

Figure 2.2. Typical WISPLAN BROADCAST Messages
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I
rate for phone calls. With a more wid.espread availability of terminals

throughout the state' it is easier to send messages to colleagues such

as program leaders or administrators who spend much of their time out of

their offices. Computer messages tend to be brief and direct,. The for-

mat with headings encourages precision and compactness.9 Uhlig reports

that users find computer messages are less formal than letters and sug-

gests a "new etiquette" may evolve to determine appropriate styles for

informal computer *""""o"r.10

Obstacles to Greater Use

The disadvantages to computer mail must also be considered. The

biggest hurd.le to more widespread WISPLAN use is the telephone costs.

rn times of tight budgets and rising phone bills, county budgets have

difficulty absorbing the additional costs of increasing phone time to

access the computer. For the system to be more widely used, avenues for

reducing or equalizing phone costs must be explored. At present, larger

counties with larger budgets are able to reduce phone costs by leasing

STS lines' while smaller counties and those located further from l4adison,

face the highest phone costs. With costs of STS lines and long distance

rates projected to increase substantially as the result of deregnrlation

and changing use patterns due to loca1 access charges and measured

service, Abshere pred,icts a marked decrease in wrspLAN use unless the

rDl-o.

9Starr Roxanne Hiltz and Murray Turoff, The Network Nation: Hlaan
Corununication Viq Computer (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison, Wesley
Publishing I 1978) , p. 26.

10Uhlig, Of fice g_f thq F'ulgre , p . 4L.
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11state underwrites county phone costs. Users agree that phone costs are

a major problem. The 1979 survey found the MAIL and BROADCAST would in-

crease nearly 1o0 percent if they were virtually free to th" us"r.12

Another obstacle to more widespread use and thus to more effective

communication is the need to learn and follow the necessary protocols to

access and utilize the system. While more "user friendly" as the result

of the shift from the previous Univac system to the current WTTS in

JuIy 1982, there are still necessary logging-on procedures and execution

commands that must be learned, to interact with the system. Extension

agents are no different than the general population regarding attitudes

toward computer technology. While some are enthusiastic innovators or

early ad,opters who eagerly embrace the new technology, others are later

adopters, uncomfortable with a computer-mediated world and resistant to

pressures to become computer literate. Abshere estimates that 50-70

percent of county extension agents do not use the WISPLAN terminal more

than one or two hours per year, thus for them the system is primarily a

one-way message service .

In many offices, a secretary is assigned the duty of "pulling off

the mail" and distributing it to the agents. While this serves the

one-way function of disseminating the information from the source to the

agent, it robs the agent of the opportunity to respond or initiate his

own message directly. V'Iithout the d.irect hands-on experience of oper-

ating the system on a regrular basis, agents do not acquire sufficient

11 Interview with Abshere.

L2- Danowski , " Evaluation of I{ISPLAN, " p. 16.
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skills to use Wf SPLAI\I ef fectively for communicatiorr,.

Encouraging agents to use the system themselves can result in greater

demand for the terminar and competition between agents for access"

While this may cause a problem in offices with several agents, it is a

problem to be resolved by locaI office management. Another complication

of agents using the tenninals themselves is that in addition to learning

the necessary computer skiIls, some agents may need. to develop or polish

their typing skills since the printing terminals use a standard keyboard

as the i-nput device. A more convenient text editing program would. be

helpful in overeoming inputting difficulties.

A vexry important way to encourage more use of the computer network

by extension agents is to provide adequate training so agents know not

only how to log-on and access program files from the main computer, but

also that they know how to use the resources available on the system in

their extension education programning. Most training thus far has been

provided on an ad hoc basis. When a county decided to "buy into" the

system by purchasing the cost-shared terminal, someone from the WfSPLAN

office would come out to the county office with the new terminal to

train the agents and office staff on how to use the terminal.

Additional training was made available as part of the annual profes-

sional development inservice opportunities for agents. Frequently this

training has been targeted to special agent groups such as dairy agents

or EFNEP (Expanded Food and Nutrition Ed,ucatj-on Program) home economists

to provide instruction on using the programs particularly helpful in that

program area.
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Eraining is also available via vid.eo tape. Shaun Abshere prepared

a video tape on which he explains the procedures for logging-on to the

system and other basic skills needed to interact with the wrsPLAN system.

ft is designed to be viewed while sitting at the term:inal and actually

accessing the system as instructed on the tape.

Training is also being offered on a district basis. The northern

and central districts each have a cosrnunications agent who is responsible

for training agents and secretaries as part of their regnrlar job respon-

sibilities.

Systematic training to help agents and their secretaries gain

greater skill at using the WISPLAN system and integrating it into their

progranuning is an essential part of implementing the system. Abshere in-

dicates that he will be analyzing the user data as a means of identifying

further training needs.

Information Management

For computer cormrunication to be effective and take advantage of the

instantaneous qualities, each userts electronic mailbox must be checked

regularly. Access only once or twice a week may mean the loss of tirnely

information. Frequent access, however, in most cases represents addi-

tional telephone costs.

Another disadvantage of computer mail is that the system is suscep-

tible to "junk" mail, because it is very easy to include more receivers

than may actually need to receive the message. While it is probably

better to err on the side of sending out too much information' it is also

easy to compound the information overload problem. A solution to thj-s
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problem is built into the BROADCAST program. It begins by listing the

current broadcasts waiting in the userts mailbox. The senderrs name,

program area, date and time of broadcast, sr:bject, number of lines, and

e4piration date are all listed. (See Figure 2.3 for an example.) The

user simply reviews the list and elects to print out only those broad-

casts he wishes to see. He can delete the rest from his mailbox or elect

to see them at a later date. Another function of the program allows him

to preview part of the message and then delete or continue as desired.

A user is alerted to any I4AIL waiting for him by a special prompt as

soon as he logs on suggesting that he access MAIL. Likewise the program

can also inform the sender if the message was received or not.

Because computer messages tend to be d,irect and brief, they some-

times seem to lack a context or sufficient information to fu1lv communi-

cate between sender and receiver. Because the messages are informal, it

can be difficult to interpret attempts at humor, causing misunderstand-

ings. The receiver can send a message back to the sender requesting

clarification, but if the original sender is not on line or does not come

on line soon, the inmediacy is lost. Hiltz and Tr:roff suggest that this

problem works itself out as users become more familiar with the system.

They have observed users quickly learn ways to carry on informal social

interaction which substitutes for the nonverbal components in face-to-

face convar=ation.13

13

puter,
York:

Murray Turoff and Starr Roxanne H:Lt-z,
tf in Electronic Communications gystems,
Petrocelli Books, 1980) ' p. 206.

"Meeting Through Your Com-
ed. WilU-am C. House (New
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Read v

l{isplan Broadcast

BCAST U1.0 RSTS v7.?-04 l'lACC*l.lITS*D UI.IEX*I.IISPLAN

Do zou want BCASTS Fcn vour erouP [v/n] ? n

tlli Fnomi 111,32 Nitzke, Sue (Family Livins Ed) on 18-Apr-83 at 16:13"CS

Subiectl starting iime at Steuens Poinl
Ecast To Gnoup(sii 2 Linesl 15 Exp-Datel 27-Apr-83

t2li Froml 111,31 Goebel, Karen (Familv Resources & Consuner Scienc on 18-Apr-83
SUbJECt: ALTERNATIVE HARITAL PROPERTY REFORH BILL INTRODUCiD

Bcast To Group(s)i 1 ? Lines! 11 Exp-Datel ?8-Apr-83

t3l! Froml 114'0 liISPoP Svstern Account on 19-Apr-83 at 13:45

Subiect! Doing the i.lispop ShuFFle...
gcast fo Group(s)i 0 Linesi 4 Exp-Datei ?9-Apr-83

t4li Froml 111,16 Hirschinser, CarI (l'lAS-Swine Specialist) on 19-Apr-83 at 15:1

Subiecti !lis State Fair' Jr. Fair' BeeF Division
Bcast To Group(s)l I 3 5 Linesi I Exp-Datei 29-Apr-83

Figure 2 .3. Typical WISPLAII BROADCAST Summaries
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Research on Computer Message Systems

Thus far there has been very little research on the actual use of

the WISPLAN system other than the monitoring of usage data. The most

comprehensive study was done by James Danowski of UW-Madison in 1979 when

5l counties were using the WISPLAN ry=t.*.14 He surveyed users to deter-

mine their attitudes toward WISPLAN computer communication programs,

exaruine their cost related perceptj-ons of the I4AIL and. BROADCAST progtrams,

obtain suggestions for improvements, and determine effectiveness of meet-

ing clientele needs. Findings of the survey revealed that users were

generally favorable about computer communication and that they wouId, in-

crease their use of lrlAfL and BROADCAST substantially if others would also

favor widespread implementation of computers. For the averagie user, lulAIL

and BROADC.AST had the greatest impact on telephone communication, which

dropped by L4 calls per month after implementation of the computer sys-

tem. The biggest obstacle inhibiting increasing use according to

Danowskirs study was high use costs. Respondents predicted nearly a 100

percent increase in system use if it were free.

Danowskirs study recommended the cost structure be changed from the

per use basis as it was during the survey to an annual flat fee basis.

This was partially achieved in July 1-982, when the WfSPLAN system was

transferred from the fo::rrer Univac computer to the present WITS system.

Counties now pay a flat annual user fee but are also responsible for

phone charges. Other recommendations which have been incoryorated in the

present WISPLAN system include an editor program for MAIL and BROADCAST

I4ou.rrowski r "Evaluation of WISPLAN," pp. 5-15.
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composition and on-line "heIp" functions specially designed for WISPLAN.

In a study of the use and utility of electric message systems j-n a

university setting, Rice and Case found that people do not necessarily

attribute greater benefits to using computer-based messaging systems as

they gain experience with tlre syst.*.ls Their study of 110 uni-versity

administrators found that respondents tend to prefer different media d.e-

pending on the task, their organizational status, attributes of the

medium, and their own personalities. Their findings support the idea

that a computer-based cormnunication system may serve as an additional

communication form rather than a substitute for an existing one. I'actor

analysis indicates that "media style"--a marked personal preference or

orgianizational role requirement for using a cormnunication medium in get-

ting one's task done--may be an important factor in a managfer's use and

evaluation system. Further, their work found no significant chanqes in

percentages of the various communication media used, except for writing

which declined.

Rice and Case identified three i-mplications from their t.="tt.h.15

First, the positive impacts of electronic messaging in an organization

that people report may not be directly or necessarily related to their

use of the system. Second, computer communication technologies should

be used where they are appropriate to the particular organization's tasks

and managerial styles, rather than indiscriminately thrust into any

15
Ronald E. Rice and Dona1d Case,

University: A Description of Use and
33 (Winter 1983):13I.

L6 *,Ibid., pp. 150-151.

"Electronic Message
Utilityr" Journal of

Systems in the
Communication
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organization activity. Third, personality traits' job tasks' positions'

and media styles that affect how people use such technologies will be a

major factor in the acceptance and consequences of the computer communi-

cation system. They suggest a careful consideration of the relationship

of computer systems and their effects on organizations.

Applying these conclusions to the University of Wisconsin Coopera-

tive Extension Service, it would seem that the organization's need for

rapid distribution of information to its large and geographically dis-

persed staff would be well se::ved by a computer corununication system as a

supplement to other conununication channels. However' additional research

is needed now that the network is statewide and the volume of messages is

j-ncreasing to determine the cost effectiveness of the system' user atti-

tudes and competencies, and the impact of the resulting increased infor-

mation flow on the total conununicati-on system of the organization.

Computer Decision Aj-d Programs

Thus far, the discussion of computer uses has concerned internal

communication between menibers of the organization. While not yet docu-

mented, it is 1ike1y that increasing the amount and speed of information

transfer within the organization may ultimately better serve the clientele

because local agents are better informed. The timely information received

via computer is passed along to clientele using various other communica-

tion modes such as radio, television, newspaper, newsletter, and face-to-

face interaction. Another computer application involves the client more

directly with the computer program. Referred to as computer decision aid

programs (CDA's), these proqrams are designed to help the user analyze a
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complex problem and explore the different decision alternatives to solve

the problem.

Examples of these CDA programs include balancing dairy rations, ca1-

culating farm silo requirements, plannj-ng nutritional menus, calculating

ways to save energy in the home, or determining return on an investment.

A garden program allows horticultural agents to help clients plan what,

when, and how much to plant in their gardens. It even prints out tailor

made diagrams of garden plots showing where to plant each crop to take

advantage of plant compatibilities. A family budgeting program asks the

client to input family expenditures for several budget categories and

then analyzes their e>rpenditures compared to the data base of average ex-

penditures of families with the same income and size. While it doesn't

produce an "ideal" fami-1y budget, the analysis does provide useful in-

formation to help the family review their spending allocations and make

modifications in their budgeting strategy.

The CDA programs provide a unique opportunity for agents to counsel

and teach clientele about a specific problem or area of concern. At

present, a majority of the CDA programs on WISPLAN relate to agricultural

programs and the biggest concentration of use has been by agents and

specialists in the agriculture,/aqri-business program area' particularly

dairy and livestock agients. Little formal research has been conducted

thus far to examine the impact of these programs. Informal evaluation

has shown use of these programs, primarily by ag agents, has (f) im-

proved the ability of county staff to respond to technical problem so1-

ving; Q) improved relationships' credibility and respect from 1ocal

agri-business leaders; (3) allowed staff to be responsive to a dynamic
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and changing situation and clientele i Q) served as a measure of demon-

strated, performance of county staff as sought by extension administra-

tion, cowtty, and state legislative bodies; and (5) enhances and insures

the cooperatj-ve extension teamwork of research, state specialist and

county-based staff *"*b.=".17

Another way of demonstrating the significance of CDA programs is to

calculate their economic impact by determining savings in staff time to

perform certain services as the result of computer use, the cost savings

or profit realized by cli-ents (i.e., increased profitalrility of Wiscon-

sin farmers or business people), or the cost savings through productivity

or efficiency gains. An illustration of this is the cost comparison be-

tween traditional versus computer-assisted calculation to individually

balance rations for livestock. Done by hand the task requires approxi-

mately three hours at an average cost in agent time of 930.95. Done by

computer in five minutes, the cost was cafculated at $1.51 (1980 figures).

fi,tro thousand of these calculations were completed in 1979. The cost of

doing these calculations manually would be $511800, compared to $3,020 by

computer--a savings of $58,700 in staff time. Ho\^/ever, it is unlikely

and in some cases impossible for agents to spend their time balancing

rations by hand. What would happen if the rations were not balanced?

Farmers who used the system averaged 50 head. They claim an average of

$72 of increased profit per head as the result of properly balanced feed

rations. Thus for one year (100,000 cows) the increased profit to state

L7
W. T. Howard, et. al . , " Improving

County Extension Staff through the Use
paper presented at ADSA annual meeting,
1981, p. 4.

Professionalism of Wisconsin
of Computer Decision Aid Programs,
Eaton Rouge, Louisiana, June
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18
farmers from this progrErm alone was 7.2 million dollars.

While it is not often possible to show such dramatic results of CDA

programs in economic terms, less tangible satisfactions such as improved

nutritional status or more carefully considered decisions are also signi-

ficant impacts of CDA programs. More research is needed to determine the

successful applications and impacts of these programs on clientele.

Lack of Software

The biggest problem in the CDA use of WISPLAN is the relatively few

number of CDA programsr available for agents to use, especially in non-

agriculture program areas. Software or program development is a time

consuming and costly procedure, especially to produce comprehensive' hj-gh

quality decision aid programs that utilize applications of research find-

ings. While appropriate commercial software packages may be available,

specialists would need to review them to determine their suitability for

extension prograrmning.

The WISPLAN staff currently consists only of three ful1 time posi-

tions: a coordinator, systems manager, and an administrative assistant.

A11 major programming is done on an ad hoc basis, utilizing upperclass

undergraduate students and limited term employees. According to the

WISPLAN coordinator, there is little structure within CES for software

development or no formal policy for its funding.

For meaningful development of extension software to occur, computer

programs need to be integrated into the entire program planning process.

tt"orn. A. Parker and PauI Edison-swift, "A Proposal
Extension Computer Systemr" report prepared for Extension
Utilization Committee, December 12' 1980, PP. 7-8.

for a Statewide
Computer
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Agents assessing needs of clientele in the field and specialj-sts develop-

ing statewide programs will need to creatively identify needs that can be

most successfully met using CDArs. Program areas will also have to allo-

cate budgetary resources for the development, maintenance, and enhance-

ment of software j-n order to facj-Iitate prograrmning in their respective

priority areas. For the system to be more widely and effectively used, a

greater conunitment to the development, use, and integration of WISPLAN

computer decision aid programs will have to be made on the part of all

members of the organization.

Speciali-st support is critical not only in the development phases,

but also in writing the corresponding program documentation and review-

ing the program on a continuing basis to revise and update it as neces-

sary. Abshere estimates that currently only five to ten percent of the

specialist staff are actively involved in WISPLAN program application and

use. To help enhance specialist involvement, WISPLAN has received a re-

training grant which will provide intense training for 12 specialists in

adopting subject matter for computer applications, writing the documenta-

tion, and working with a progranmer to develop software.l9

In an effort to begin to identify extension subject matter that

might be appropriate to incorporate into a WISPLAN decision aid program,

Discroll surveyed the systemrs extension home economists to determine

suggestions for possible ranily Living Education computer ntont.*".'o

10*-rnterview with Abshere.

20--Debra M. Driscoll, "Potential Uses of Computer Assisted fnstruc-
tion in Family Lj-ving Education Progran Areas of University of Wiscon-
sin'Extension," unpublished research paper, University of Wisconsin-
Stout, Menominie, Wisconsin, December 1982, p. 63-69.
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The areas identified by the 78 respondents were those in which computer

programs already exist. She also found that the amount of general com-

puter training received, the value placed on the training received for

terminal use, and the perceived value of computer assisted instmction

as a teaching tool is related to the home economist's perceived effec-

tiveness of the system for teaching various subject matter. She sug-

gested that an increase in training and education as to the possibilities

of the various tlpes of computer assisted instruction could help home

economists to become more open to computer programs in more areas. She

recommended close coordination between the progfranuners d,eveloping the

software and the home economj-sts who would be using the finished program

to assure that programs would be of high quality and useful to clientele.

Another major effort to overcome the problems of limited software

was the creation of the North Central Computer Institute formed by L2

land grant universities in the north eentral region. Located on the uW-

Madison campus, NCCI serves to provide technical support to the member

institutions for their respective computer-based j-nformation service pro-

grams. Its objectives are to facj-litate development of multi-state,

rnulti-discipline softwarei facilitate inter-institution sharing of soft-

vrarei provide a vehicle for developing and dj-sseroinating regional data

basesi and to provide expertise, training, and advisoqg services to mem-

ber institutions.2l Thtrs by networking with other Cooperative Extension

Services, Wisconsin can share its experience and benefit from the experi-

ence of others in the process of orpanding computer-based information

services.

2 t*"a, Quarterly I (oecember I9Bl) z2-4.
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More Study Needed

fn surmnary, the current computer conrnunication system of the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension Service consists of a network of

remote printing terminals connected to a host computer in Madison. Pri-

mary uses of the system are transferring electronic messages using the

BROADCAST and l4AfL programs, and computer decision aid programs which use

the computer's problem analysis and computation capacities to evaluate

alternative solutions to various decision making problems.

Usage of the system has increased substantially in the past year

since the network expanded to include all but one of the county offices.

Conununication functions account for nearly 6O percent of the total usage.

More research and analysis is needed to identify the effectiveness of

computer cormnunications, its relationshi-p to other communication media,

and its impact on the organization.

The greatest use of computer decision aid programs has been concen-

trated in the agriculture/agri'business program area. There is a need

for more programs in the other program areas of youth development, family

living, and resource development. This may happen if these other program

areas identify needs that can be addressed by computer programs' a1lo-

cate resources for program development, and integrate the computer pro-

grams into their total program plan. More research is needed to evaluate

the effectivene*es of the computer decision aid programs in helping

clientele solve their problems.



CHAPTER THREE

INCORPORATTNG MICROCOMPUTERS

Expanding the WISPLAN System

As a means of combatting rising telephone costs and also a means of

providing information processing capacity with intelligent terminals at

the Iocal levelr the WISPLAN computer system is moving ahead on its next

objective of supplementing the remote printingr terminals rvith microcom-

puters in county extension offices. fn the spring of 1983, WfSPLAI{ under-

took a pilot project to explore ways to integrate microcomputers into the

statewide system while at the same time meeting local needs. Four counties,

Burnett, Rock, Sauk, and Sheboygan, have purchased microcomputer systems.

The hardware for the microcomputer system is a Digital Data Corpor-

ation (DEC) Rainbow PC-100 with 128K memory, CPIM 80-86 operating system,

two 400K 5 L/4 inch floppy disk drives, and a 50/100 cps letter-quality

emulating pri-nter. The software includes SELECT word. processor, MULTI-

PLAN electronic spreadsheet, CONDOR-3 database mErnager, and POLYGON com-

mr:nicatj-ons. WISPLAN coordinator Shaun Abshere indicated, "We have

chosen both hardware and software carefully to put our best foot fo:r,vard

for this pilot project, but by no means endorse any of the above prod-

ucts."1

WISPLAN staff will be responsible for training county office staff

to use the microcomputers and to provide the technical support. They

I-WfSPLAN BROADCAST from Shaun Abshere, April 15, 1983.
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plan to develop templates for the spreadsheet and database management

programs and identify command vocabularies for the word processing pro-

gram to adapt them to the special needs of extension offices. The fj-rst

report on this pilot project is scheduled for June 30, 1983.

Moving to a network of microcomputers will reduce phone costs in

several ways. First, by having the computer d.ecision aid programs stored

locally on floppy dj-sks, the CDA programs can be run as often as needed

without having no connect to the mainframe central computer. This opens

the door to more comprehensive use of interactive programs which would

othentrise involve long, e>q>ensive telephone connect time.

A major problem that must be resolved before the CDA programs can be

run on local floppy disk storage is the need to account for the number of

tj-mes each progrann is run to maintain accurate user data. This is not

currently a problem when all programs are controlled by a central compu-

ter which can easily keep track of the number of times each program is

accessed- But as the software is distributed to loca1 offices such ac-

counting becomes more difficult. The most logical solution to this prob-

Iem, according to Abshere, is to develop an accounting program for the

microcomputers which could be controlled and accessed as necessary

directly by the WISPLAN staff.

Another major concern brought about by decentralizing the WTSPLAN

orogr€rms is control of the software. If extension offices have copies of

the CDA programs, should they make them available to clientele who may

have compatible microcomputer systems? With many farmers and small busi-

nesses acquiring their own microcomputers this is a policy issue which

must be addressed. I{iIl extension ultimately be in the software develop-
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ment and distribution business? Several agents have already reported

requests from clientele with home computers for specifically desj-gned

software.

A second way microcomputers could reduce phone charges is by using

automatic answerJ-ng modems to transfer information from the mainframe

computer to the microcomputers during the night when the phone rates are

least expensioe.2 The information could then be stored by the micro-

computer and accessed by the agents as needed the next morning. The

system could be designed to al1ow agents in loca1 offices to leave mes-

sages for other users on the microcomputer which could be transferred to

the main computer when it ca1ls to download the information. This would

allow the user to compose and type the message off-line to further re-

duce the time connected by long distance telephone to the mainframe.

Figure 3.1 illustrates how such a system could work. The WISPLAN

program dials the county extension offices. Each port could be assigmed

certain offices to call at specified times every night. The county's

automatic answering modem would then answer the phone. The software of

the microcomputer would interrogate the WISPLAII program for MAIL, BROAD-

CAST, and any other messagles .

information, and so forth.

The county microcomputer would store that

A similar system is being used by

system in Michigan.3 Howev€rr instead

tem is set up so that the local offices

the extension service computer

of using microcomputers, the sys-

simply leave the terminal on and

2_-fnterview with Shaun Abshere, WISPLAI\I Coordinator, University of
Wisconsin-Extension, Madison, Wisconsin, March 3, 1983.

-Interview with Paul Edison-Swift, Arlin Brannstrom, and Lois
Berg, North Central Computer Institute, Madison, Wisconsin, March 4, 1983.
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the telephone connected to the modem when they leave for the night. Then

during the night the main computer calIs each office to download the in-

formation. The printer is left on overnight so it simply prints out

whatever is sent out by the main computer. The biggest problem encoun-

tered by this system is that many courthouses where the Iocal extension

offices are located have central switchboards that do not operate during

the night. The same problem may occur in some Wisconsin counties.

This type of overnight message downloading would more than likeIy

require more processing and storage capacity from the rnain computer than

WISPLAN currently has available from the 19 ports on the mainframe it

rents from I"IACC. Ultimately WISPLAN is looking to purchase its own main-

frame computer and as the cost of more powerful timesharing computexs

continues to decline, this may soon become a reality.4

Incorporating microcomputers into the WISPLAN system offers increased

communication opportunities as the result of decentralizing the system.

One possible plan would be to place microcomputers in all six district

extension offices around the state to create regional nodes. The dis-

trict computers could be downloaded from the central computer and then

be the source of information for the county terminals or microcomputers

within the district. This system would have the ad,vantage of decreasing

the phone charges by shortening the distance. And since most of the

district offices have STS lines, the counties would not have to bear a

phone charge if the district microcomputer called them.

Another spinoff of this district-based. regional node system would be

to increase cormunication and information flow within the districts,

4-fnterview with Abshere .
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possibly reducing the need for some of the district all-faculty and agent

group meetings. Some of the administrative information distribution and

maintenance functions could be handled via computer to reduce travel of

the district director and promote greater accessibility. Current func-

tions such as district newsletters' plans of work, quarterly reports, and

other status reports could be more easily shared with the appropriate

personnel to increase accountability. Greater agent-to-agent communica-

tion could facilitate more cooperative programming efforts to share re-

sources and avoid duplication of effort. Such communication could be di-

rect, microcomputer-to-microcomputer, if the 1ocal offices each had

micros instead of having to go through a central computer.

In addition

aid applications

to

of

expanding the conrmunications and computer decision

the WISPLAN system, incorporating microcomputers

would also provide the local extension office with powerful word pro-

cessing and text editing capacity for generating reports, newsletters,

educational resources, news releases, and all the other print communica-

tions which originate at the county level. The system could also facili-

tate routine accounting and business functj-ons of the office as well as

generate, store, and process 1oca1 database information including sta-

tistics on client requests, participation, and contacts. It could gener-

ate and update custom mailing lists and print labels for various clien-

tele groups. It could maintain a current inventory of in-stock bulle-

tins and other educational resources. The improved record keeping capa-

city offered by the microcomputer could be very beneficial in document-

ing the extent to which the 1oca1 extension office serves county clien-

tele, an important asset in times of increasing pressure to be more
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accountable for the expenditure of pr:blic funds.

Besides facilitating internal communications within the Cooperative

Extension Service, loca1 microcomputers cou1d. become another medium for

direct communication with clientele. As more clientele purchase home

computers, WISPLAN microcomputers in the county extension offices could

serve to dissemi-nate research-based information to the clientrs home com-

puter in much the same way agents now use the WfSPLAN mainframe computer-

Agents could load relevant, localized information into the office micro-

computer and county residents could request it using their home computer

and modem. In the future, this electronic publishing function could. re-

place newsletters, bulletins, and much of the other correspondence now

distributed by the county office to local clientele.

For all these reasons, it is logical and likely that the WISPLAN

system will move toward the incorporation of microcomputers in its com-

puter conununication system. Major stumbling blocks to this expansion are

finding the funds for the purchase of the microcomputer hardware and ap-

propriate commercial software packages, training the personnel to imple-

ment and operate the system, and developing greater commitment to

utj-lize and integrate the WISPLAI{ system throughout the total extension

organization.

To red.uce the financial obstacles, WISPLAN is developing various

cost sharing plans to allow the counties to spread the purchase price

ovdr a longer time period.s Adequate agent training is critical to im-

plementation of the system. Agents must develop sufficient computer

literacy to feel comfortable using the microcomputer to incorporate the

rbid.
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various programs j-nto their regular progranuning, to use the microcomputer

to more effectively handle office management tasks, and to creatively

develop additional applications to more fully tap the potential power of

the system. Only as agents, specialists, and administrators become more

proficient in their use of the computer system will they develop the com-

mitment needed to make the microcomputer as serviceable as possible.

Agent Training Needed

More comprehensive training for all Cooperative Extension Servj-ce

staff is needed as the WfSPLAN system moves from a network of remote

printing te:minals to a network of linked microcomputers. An outline for

a training program to develop the concepts and skills of computer liter-

acy for extension agents was developed by Dr. Paul Edison-Swift, computer

applications specialist for the North Central Computer fnstitute. He

exarnined the various roles of an extension agent or state specialist and

determined the appropriate computer literacy ski11s required for that

role.

The roles of information provid,er and educator are ones whj-ch
designate the Extension staff person as someone requiring the
computer literacy ski11 of an "end-user. " The roles of
conununity d.eveloper and advisor would require that the person
be a computer "industry watcher" and "applications analyst."
Fina11y, the role of content expert may require th4t some
staff possess the skills of a "program d.eveloper.""

According to the goals of this training program, the "end-user"

should be able to correctly operate all of the computer equipment asso-

ciated with the project with ease and confid.ence; know how to select

6

sonnel
August

Paul Edisorf,-Swi ftr , " Computers
Training and Computer System
1, 1981, p. L4.

and Extension: A Progrram for Per-
Implementatior, " Madison, Wisconsin,
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among the various applicaLion packages availabler and successfully use

any of the applications available. The "applications analyst" should be

able to advise a client regarding the possible use of a computer in a

particular situation. In the role of "industry watcher" the extension

agent should be able to advise clientele regarding the current state of

the technology. The "program developer" should be able to direct the

development of an applications package in his or her content area and

carry out simple programming tasks when judged appropriate.

Edison-Swift's training program stresses the need to humanize the

instruction using face-to-face training supplemented by teleconferencing.

"A low-key approach is imperative, because of the potentially high threat

associated with new technology."7 It is also extremely important to pro-

vide traj-ning while the user is at a microcomputer terminal, as demon-

strations in lieu of direct experience have not found to be adequate.S

Other suqgestions include maki-ng the training a continuous, on-going

process--not a one-shot event. Users should have adequate backup for all

material covered in a training session such as a user guide, reference

sheets, and pocket guides listing various commands and procedures. A

standard format for all documentation is very helpful, especially if it

is continuously updated. Followup activities beyond the training session

insure that the user is able to perform various skills. Procedures which

are infrequently used shoutd be well documented and the documentation

easily accessible.

-l'Edison-Swift,
D. J. Farber, and J.
HollanC Publishitrg,

"Computers and Extensionr" p. 7, citing Ronald Uhlig,
H. Bair, The Office of the Future (Amsterdam: North-

1979), p. 254-

the8
Edison-Swi ft, p. '7 , citing Uhlig ' Of fi_ce of Future, p. 255.
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Microcomputer System, in fndiana

The first Cooperative Extension Service to institute a statewid.e

computer network based on distributed processing using microcomputers

in all county locations was Purdue University. Funded by a grant from

the W. K. Kellogg Foundation plus stateT county, and private contribu-

tions for a total of $5.5 mj-llion, FACTS (Fast Agricultural Conununica-

tions Terminal System) started in L977 with the purchase of the initial

host computer. The first county terminals were installed in late 1978.

By August 1980, 92 county microcomputer terminals were in place.g

Five years after the start of the project, August 1981, a study was

done to evaluate the system. The review committee found that most agents

and specialists were surprised at how much they like and have already

learned to rely on the people-to-people communication aspect of the sys-

tem. "We are not yet using this communication function to its potential,

but are learning fast. "10

The review process focused on three areas: a definition of func-

tions that a computer system should perform; an improved understanding of

how to integrate computers into the CES deliverlz system; and development

of an operation and management concept for FACTS that will encourage in-

novation in software, hardware, and educational =.*i..".11 The committee

decj-ded that its primary goal was to define the role of computer systems

9"r*"= Buesing, "Comparison of Elements
by USDA Extension in Wisconsin and fndiana:
tive Change Agents, " Madison, wisconsin, June

1n- - f t FACTS Review Committee Final Report , "
West Lafayette , Indiana, June L9B2 , tr). 2 .

Affecting Computer Adoption
Implications for Administra-
L982, p. 7.

Purdue Research Foundation,

11 Ibid. , p. 3.
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in CES education and to recornmend a management structure. Many of their

recommendations which were based on two years of experience with a net-

work of microcomputers in county offices could be applied to other state

CES operations including V'Iisconsinrs WISPLAN.

During the first five years of the FACTS project, much of the at-

tention tended to be focused on issues of hardware and operating pro-

cedures with less euphasis on integration into an effective information

delivery system. This was a natural outgrowth of the requirement to de-

velop the system in the ini-tia1 five year grant. In considering the

second five year goals, the comnrittee feels a need to concentrate on the

educational goals of the system. "The computer system is the means to

the end, not the end in itself."12

The committee is convinced that CES must meet the ed.ucational needs

of people by using computers as a part of the delivery system. "Educa-

tion in CES is more than answers--it must include the background behj-nd

1?
the answer."-- The Cooperati-ve Extension Service will be a viable and

essential service only as it continues to meet the educational needs of

local residents with a delivery system that facilitates the flow of use-

ful information to people

The review committee recommended. a workable priority system to

assess application programs needed and arrange for development of those

programs. This fr:nction needs to be coordinated between the FACTS Pri-

ority Conunittee, the department specialists, and county agents expressing

clientele needs. "gES needs to develop j-n-service training in computer

12 rbid.
13 rbid.

p.

p.

q

13.
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basics to teach the lingo, general progranuning concepts, and a feeling

for how a computer mainpulates a program. The goal is to enhance staff

confidence and ability to comrmrnicate with those involved in program

planning and develop*ent.'14

The review cormnittee found that the amount of human engineering

built into FACTS worked to their di-sadvantage by reducing the need for

staff growth in skills and knowledge of the system, and complicating pro-

gram development. They recommended greater flexibility in structure to

provide faster program development, greater program scope, and faster

operation. "We need to stretch our staff to their full potential, rather

than gear the system to the lowest conunon d,enominator, the 'idiot proofr
'tq

concept. t'*-

Staff training should follow a systematic plan, instead of the piece-

meal, on-reguest system FACTS has fol1owed. County staff, especially

secretaries and inexperienced agents, need formal training with computers.

Secretaries need someone readily available to help them with the word

processing and office operations functions. Several agents commented

that secretaries ma.ke or break office use of the system. "Wanting to

learn is an attitude that must be fostered and encouraged by the entire
16staff. "

The review committee suggested a need for a "computer leader" in

each office to provide routine assistance to other staff members. Fur-

ther, they suggested at least one CES staff member in each area should

l4rnid. 
,

lu roid . ,
L6 rbid.

p.

p-

13,

7.
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be encouraged to develop state-of-the-art computer knowledge so that

they can counsel with clientele. Such counseling would include personal

computer selection, application, and operation. These skills would need

to be recogrnized and rewarded in the system and other job roles reduced.

The FACTS review comrnittee identified a concern of agents that spe-

cialist involvement in computer program development for conunercial manu-

facturers and vendors is a potential threat to reduced support for FACTS.

The comrnittee recognized the professional involvement with computer de-

velopment in the commercial sector can be healthy. They felt that all

specialists and administrators in CES and the c€Lmpus departments must

help make FACTS a continuing and growing factor in CES education.

The committee unanimously end,orsed access to existing data bases by

the field and campus staff through FACTS. This capalrility was one of

the original goals but has not yet been realized. The issues of cost

and service charges must be faced in the development'of this function.

They feel a Purdue-based data source and software pool is essential for

dealing with the day-to-day problems and information needs of clientele.

They recommend not competing with other states or computer systems' but

rather developing and delivering data and applications that are unique

and relevant to Indiana residents.

The committee judged all three FACTS functions: corununications,

application (coa's), and or.fice support, to be needed. and desirable.

They urged that the system be geared to greater user flexibility. 'Com-

munications should be available on a 24-hour basis and at the option of

each office instead of the twice daily downloading of the current system.

"FACTS corununications are venz useful to specialists and agents for
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rapid and routine transmission of schedules, minutes, rplease send

me . ,t emergency information releases, weather releases, etc. The

system is most useful and efficient when contact is from one point to

several points, but it is also useful on messages for information return

when one party is out of the office."17

The committee analyzed FACTS in relation to transfer of written in-

formation. They found some agents to be frustrated when using FACTS to

select and print information from "computerized pr:bIications." The

search and print time required to locate the information needed to ansv/er

a specific question mal<es reproduction from a master hard copy faster.

Perhaps FACTS may be a good way to store and deliver a master copy of in-

formation which could be printed out only as need.ed. "The goal is a

rapid information retrieval system, using the terminal at the client ser-

vice counter. The data base may contain complete publication melnuscripts

or simply publicatj-on numbers, titles, and other sources.

There are several ways the computer network could e>rpedite services

of the Agricultural fnformation Department. As of March L982, some 25

major news outlets in Indiana began dialing Purdue for direct electronic

transfer of news releases. Releases for weekly and other news outlets

across the state will be routed via FACTS to the county CES offices,

with the opportunity for agents to localize the copy. Copy will be de-

livered on the same day it is written whj-ch would greatly reduce the

delays caused by sending out releases to agents who then send them to

local news outlets.

L7 Ibid., p. 9.
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FACTS is used for publication ordering from the mailing room. UI-

timately, billing could be done via FACTS. A publication catalog will be

on FACTS, includinq the listing and schedule status of extribits. An in-

ventory control program for pr:blications is also possible. A long range

goal is to eliminate pr:blication warehousing, which has several implica-

tions for the info:ruration transfer system. The future information re-

trieval system may involve a client call to CES. "A computerized, voice

reader and generator might initiate a search, reach a point of solution/

action, and complete the informatj-on delivery or record needed follow-

uP. rr1$

A future extension publication might be generated in Ag Information

using computer typesettin€J, now optional, plus electronic generation of

graphs and pictures plus paging and layout. Such copy might be down-

loaded to the cor:nty r ert if the necessa4/ graphic support is not avail-

able at the outlet point, a master copy might be generated and mailed to
19

the CES office and other users for photocopying as needed.

A key question facing FACTS concerns updating the hardware. fn the

five years since the program was initiated, there have been many dramatic

changes in microcomputer technologry. As a result the FACTS hardware is

rapidly being outdated. The current FACTS hardware (ouC pop LL/O3) has

a spacesharing operatj-ng system as opposed to a timesharing system which

makes multi-user operational marginal at best.20 other system restric-

18_, r iiIbid., p. 11.

t9 rbid.
2A

Ibid. , pp. 6-7.
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tions limit application progralns to I bytes memory which severely limits

program performance and scope. Some counties are already consid.ering up-

grading their present hardware or opting to purchase a totally new sys-

tem. The FACTS review committee recommends developing some new programs

to run on the increasing capacities offered by the newer equipment but at

the sane time requiring that all programs be available to run on the pre-

sent equipment.

The hardware issue is a problem which is likely to continue in the

future. With nehr generations of microcomputers being introduced every

few months, purchasing todayrs state-of-the-art is in actuality buying

the state-of-the-soon-obsolete. Hardware decisions must be made care-

fu11y with ful1 consideration of building in as much flexibility as pos-

sib1e. Program development guidelines should minimize hardware specific

qualifications whenever possible to better fit future hardware changes.

The overall objective of FACTS for the next five years is rapid

access and transfer of info::uration to help solve problems and to meet the

needs of the people of lndiana. The ultimate goal is to provid,e knowl-

edge to help those served. by the Cooperative Extension Servj-ce. Speci-

fic objectives for computer use in CES program delivery are listed in

Figure 3.2.

Differences Between FACTS and. WISPLAN

A major difference between FACTS and WISPLAN is the size and scope

of the operating and program development staff. The WISPLAN staff is

primarily an outgrowth of i-he Ag/Ag-business program unit and the Univer-

sity Agricultural Economics Department. At present, it consists of three
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Specific objectives for computer use of the CES program delivery:

1. Group meeting use
a. Traditional group meetings as a demonstration of key points to

teach concepts
b. Workshop mode with participants grouped on computers

2. Informational retrieval (static data bases with periodic update)
a. For county office help in servicing requests and for technical

back-up
b. For direct clientele access
c. For agent training, update, focus
d. For limited access of special information and/or copy directly

related to CES programming
3. Public shows--pr:b1ic information role

a. Demonstration and,/or clientele problem solving
4. Real time cornmunication capacity (electronic bulletin board)

a. Crop information
b. Emergency information, reconunendations

5. Individual consultation, on-site or at CES office
a. Planning/management related decisions with portable unit

accessing county, main line, or individual units
b. Problem j-dentification and analysis

6. Computer graphics capacity
a. Farmstead layout, facility layouts (space planning, landscape

plans, garden layout, etc.)
b. Generate transparency copy, illustrations, charts, graphs,

schematics for lessons, forms
7. Interface with other educational systems
8. Office operations
9. Access to FACTS/Purdue by others

Procedures required to achieve these goals:

A. Develop a management structure of FACTS to establish that the educa-
tional goals of CES will be primary in the planning, development,
and operation of the sYstem.

B. Access by all county, area, and department offices to data bases at
Purdue University and other locations.

C. Cl-ientele computer access to the county,/area FACTS and to Purdue
University for message conrmunication, data base use, and problem
solving applications.

D. Continue to develop and support the FACTS conununication network, in-
cluding electronic mai1.

E. Continue to develop and support FACTS for office operations.
F. UtiU-ze FACIS effectively in group teaching.

Figure 3.2. FACTS Goals and Objective$

*"FACTS Review Committee Final Reportr" Purdue Research Foundation,
West Lafayette, Indiana, June 1982' p. 15-16.
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full time staff posj-tions: coordinator, systems manager, and adrninistra-

tive assistant. Additional coordination responsibilities are handled by

an Ag/Ng-business program leader as 25 percent of his appointment. Poliry

decisions are made by a 25 member WISPLAN Computer Utilization Committee

consisting of representatives of various program areas. At present there

is little structure for deciding what programs are needed and for develop-

ing, maintaining, and evaluating WISPLAI{ programs. These responsibili-

ties are left to the discretion of the program areas along with providing

the necessary funding.

In contrast, the Purdue system used a sr:bstantial part ($1.4 million)

from their Kellogg Foundation grant to encourage the computer competence

of state extension specialists. Sixty percent of these salary dollars

were to fund the Ag Data Network, a staff of 18 full time positions Lo

develop, implement, and operate the computer system. The other forty

percent was used to implement the software programs in the academic de-

partments. The extension director, in cooperation with the deans'

identified a specialist in each academic department who would develop

specific programs and be paid through the grant. The sa1ary savings

that accrued were used to employ a progranmer in the department to write,

code, and document programs. As a result, each major department in the

School of Agriculture and the School of Consumer and Family Science were

supported by computer progranmers to facilitate the development of soft-
21ware.

2lB,r"sing , "Computer Ad.option., " p. 8.
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H. G. Diesslin, Director of Extension at Purdue, saw the challenge

to be . . . "integrating a complex, highly structured component into a

highly r:nstructured academic and field staff educational program--the Co-

operative Extension Service."22 To provide this integration, SACTS is

supported by four internal committees made up of members from various

leve1s in the CES hierarchy. The four committees serve the following

functions:

Policy Conunittee--acts as senior executive level control body'
establishes policies, reviews key decisions, and prioritizes
functions, and reviews Progress.

Priority Corunittee--sets priorities for all FACTS programs'
defines system and program performance standards and evalu-
ates project success.

Technical Committee--reviews and enforces technical software
standards for all FACTS development, reviews all programs
proposed by the Priority Committee for "do-ability" and de-
termines the feasibility of proposed changes.

County Connittee--represents the interests and concerns of
field staff and clientele in regard to the development and
use of FACTS and identifies nev/ programming needs, recom-
mends^qhanges, and evaluates the overall program effective-

z5ness.

A diagram of these comrn-ittees illustrating the membership by various

levels in the organization is included as Figure 3-3-

Borrowing from the FACTS model, WISPLAN might strengthen its deci-

sion making process and increase conunitment to greater integration of

computer communications by developing a more structured conmittee plan

to control and coordinate the nanagement of the WISPLAN system.

22tuid. 
,

2 3rtrid. 
,

P. 8'

p. 9.
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Microcomputer Networks in Other States

Besides Wisconsin and Indiana, most of the other member states in

the North Central Computer Institute are in the process of experimenting

with microcomputers. As the NCCI points out, the hardware selection is

a difficult decision for CES offices. Hardware decision have far reach-

ing consequences. Some argue that extension offices should be equipped

with the same microcomputers that farmers are buying. Others feel com-

patibility with existing networks and existing software is of utmost im-

portance. Ultimately, each office must clearly define its objectives

and weigh the alternatj-ves in order to determine the most appropriate
24

equr-pmenE.

Equipment decisions have been faced by some institutions in the NCCI

regiion. The University of Minnesota and the University of lllinois have

chosen the IBM Personal Computer for their county offices. Iowa State

has selected the Apple IfI for its offices. Nebraska is experimenting

with Vector and Radi-o Shack rricrocomprrt.t=.25

2 4mccr Quarterly I (March 1982):3.
25 Ibid.., p. 5-7.



CHAPTER FOUR

APPI CATTONS AND TRTALS OF VTDEOTEX

Technologry of Videotex

Thus far the focus of this study has been on the use of computer

cormnunication systems by the Cooperative Extension Service of the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Extension, primarily for internal electronic messaging

functions and for decision aid application programs. These functions are

made possible by the present statewide network of remote printing termi-

nals in each county extension offi-ce. This network is expected to be up-

graded to include microcomputers in each local office to increase the

communication potential of the system and also to provide 1oca1 off-line

processing power at each site.

Up to this point, 1itt1e attention has been given to the information

storage and retrieval functions of a computer conununication system. De-

veloping this function further could be of great value to the Cooperative

Extension Service because of the large volume of information that must

flow inside the organization as well as to clientele outside the organi-

zation. An extremely effective way of developing e><panded information

storage and retrieval capacity into the WISPLAN system would be to en-

hance the present system with videotex technology.

Videotex is the electronic dissemj-nation of textual and graphic in-

formation at the control of the user from a computer data base to indi-

vidual users on a display terminal, often a suitably equipped television
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screen. Videotex systems are characterized by very simple operating pro-

cedures that prove easy access by general users with little or no train-

ing. The desired information is usually accessed using a menu or index

structure, however this will vary somewhat depending on the degree on

interactivity of the particular vid,eotex system.

Videotex is commonly used as a generic term which includes both

teletext, a one-way transmission which broadcasts the digitally encod.ed

information to the user, and viewdata, a two-way transmission which con-

nects the user to the computer data base by wires. Teletext is fre-

quently transmitted using standard television broadcast signals. The

digital data travels "piggryback" in the unused, lines of the vertical

blanking interval of the TV sigmal. A viewer with a teletext decod,er is

able to "catch" the information hidden in the vertical blanking interval

and translate it into text and graphic information which appears on the

television screen (See nigure 4.1). of the 525 lines in the U.S. tele-

vision system, U-nes 14 through 21 can potentially be used to transmit

teletext information. Line 21 is currently being used to carry the data

to create closed captions for the hearing impaired.l

Simp1e "rototext" serr-ices broadcast scrolling text and the viewer

sees the information just as it is sent out with no ability to control

the information received. More sophisticated teletext services have in-

formation selection capacity built into the decoder to capture stored.

pages from a few hundred pages of information as it is rapidly cycled in

1Richard H. Veith,
Publishing, 1983), F. 4.

Television' s Teletext (Amsterdam: North-Holland
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the broadcast sequence. Teletext services vary in the number of pages

or screens of information they can transmit and tJ:e length of time it

takes to see a specific page. This can be instantaneous or involve a

wait of up to 30 seconds depending on the nature of the system used. A

third level of teletext uses a decoder that stores a limited nurnber of

pages in its memory and updates them in real time.

Besides the vertical blanking interval, teletext information can

also be multiplexed to rid.e piggryback on the unused band width of FM

radio signals known as the Subsidiary Communications Authorization or

SCA. Another alternative is to use the full television band width to

transmit the teletext information. This may be utilized by cable tele-

vision systems that carry a large number of channels.

Viewdata, on the other hand, is a two-way system in which the user

can request or send information directly to the cornputer data base using

a wired, usually telephorre connection (See I'igure 4.2). With a keypad

or keyboard. connected to a terminal or suitably programmed home computer,

the user is able to select any of the several hundred or thousand of in-

formation pages from the viewdata computer. After dialing up the com-

puter and logging on, the user sees Ern index page or menu listing several

different categories of information. He,/she selects the category de-

sired and enters the appropriate.response. This often leads to another

more specific index which further breaks down the category until the par-

ticular topic or information desired is accessed. Viewdata systems

usually provide the user access to information retrieval frorn very large

data bases. The two-way capacity allows for user interaction to carry
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out such transactions as making a reservation, purchasing a product,

registering an opinion, or manipulating financial accounts.

Typically, viewdata systems impose fees for access to the data bases,

in addition to phone charges. Fees are commonly assessed as monthly sub-

scription charges, special charges for viewing certain pages of informa-

tion, and charges for the amount of tj-me connected to the computer.

Teletext, in contrast, is basically free to the user after the initial

purchase of the decoder. Li-ke regular broadcast television and radio,

the cost of the teletext service is likely to be born by advertisers.

!,thile viewdata and teletext are closely related, they each have some

unique characteristics which help to defi-ne the most logical uses for

each. Teletext seems destined to become a public mass med,ium that will

provide quickly accessed information to large numbers of people. Pro-

jections suggest teletext to provide news capsules, weather, sports, mar-

ket reports, and other fast ehanging information. In addition, teletext

could supply entertainment and games, subscri-ption newsletters, or com-

munity announcements.

Because it is more interactive, viewdata is more likely to appeal to

specialized audiences needing access to specialized types of data or

needing to conduct instartaneous transactions. Sigel predicts viewdata

applications are most likely to emerge in business, education, industry,

and government where the abi-l-ity to access large data bases of informa-

tion rapidly on demand and at reasonable cost is extremely useful.2

2ufru.* Sigel , ed,.
(New York: Knowledge

, Videotext: The Coming Revolution
Industry Publications, 1980) , p. 11.

in Homer/Of f ice
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while enthusiastic promoters of vid,eotext predict that it will have

a major impact on our lives during this decade, several issues remain

unresolved which are critical to its success. The first issue is some-

thing of a "chicken and an egg" problem. Until there are enough con-

sumers or viewers with decoders or terminals to use a videotex service,

few organizations are interested in investing in or supplying information

for a videotext service. The other part of the problem is that few con-

sumers are interested in purchasing a decoder until there is a worthwhile

amount of information available on this new medium. Declining electronic

hardware costs and innovative terminal desigms offer favorable prospects

that the price of a decoder may become affordable to the average house-

hold sornetime in the next few years. Additional predictions for the

tremendous expansion in the home computer market also offer promise since

most home computers can be easily adopted to receive videotext informa-

tion.

while the technological revolution will almost certainly create a

solution to the problem of hardware distribution, the problem of com-

patibility and standards remains. Still to be resolved are many practi-

caI marketplace questions, production and design issues, and pr:blic policy

concerns." Rather than the large-scale videotext projects that have oc-

curred in Canada, Japan, Britain, and other European countries, videotex

in this country has Lhus far been limited to localized trial applications

and test markets. Some of these trials have revealed conclusions which

-Martin Elton and John Carey, "Computerizing Information: Consumer
Reactions to Teletext," Journal of Communication 33 (Winter 1983):L62.
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can provide'helpful and practical insights into possible applications of

videotex technology that could be applied to organizations like the Co-

operative Extension Service.

Teletext Trials

As early as 1971, broadcast engineers in this country began investi-

gating the use of the vertical blanking interval to carry information.

Between L973-L975, the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) conducted. a

series of field e:rperiments using line 21 to provide closed captioning

for the hearing impaired. However, broadcasts using the line 21 system

for closed captioning did not begin until 1980.4

In Wisconsj-n, WIIA-TV, Er public TV station administered by the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin-Extension, has been a leading proponent of line 21

scrolling text. In June L982, WHA-TV began broadcasting a two channel

scrolling text service called Infotext which furnishes news and health

information for the hearing impaired on one channel, and agricultural

informatj-on. on a second teletext channel. Anyone with a Telecaption

Adapter, available for under $300 from a major national retailer, can

receive Infotext on the seven stations of the Wisconsin Educational Tele-

vision Network which cover 95 percent of the state population.s

Infotext uses a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP LL/23 mini-

computer which is located in the WHA studios in the UWEX Telecommunica-

tions Center in Madison. The computer receives news, weather, and com-

modity quotations from wire services and reformats them for the Infotext

4'v"ith r T€levision ' s Teletext, pp. 3 3- 34 .

5frrfotext promotional brochure.
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broadcast. Messages c€ur also be entered, into the system from various

other sources including the Bureau for Hearing Impaired, extension spe-

cialists, and other designated information providers.

Infotext is less sophisticated than other e:rperimental teletext sys-

tems. Its black and white scrolling text is somewhat difficult to read

and doesnft al1ow the viewer to select desired information. These dis-

advantages are outweighed by the fact that fnfotext is adequate for the

functions for which it was originally intended. By starting on a fairly

smal1 scale, University Extension can learn from its early teletext ex-

perience and grow systematically as more viewers purchase decoders. The

Infotext system is desigrned to interface with other teletext and view-

data systems when they are FCC approved and available. According to

Steve Vedro, Director of Telecommunications Services for WHA, Infotextrs

computer software can be easily upgraded to handle graphics, to feed

faster teletext transmission, and/or al1ow phone-in access by viewdata

_6nome users.

Besides fnfotext j-n Wisconsin, ed,ucational television networks in

Minnesota, California, and Nebraska as well as PBS, ABC, and NBC are cur-

rently broadcasting some type of scrolling text service using the line 21

_7procedure.

WETA Tria1

Another teletext trial

several federal agencies is

which is notable

the WETA-TV trial

because it, was funded by

in Washington, D.C. It

R"Telephone interview with Steve Vedro,
WHA-TV, Madison, Wisconsin, March Il' 1983.

7'Veith, Television' s Teletext, P. 39 "

Telecommunications Services,
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was conducted by the Alternative Media Center at New York UniversS-ty's

Tisch School of the Arts and started in mid-I981.

The year-long field trial part of the study provided teletext ser-

vice to forty households and ten public sites--two museums, two office

buildings, two conununity centers, and two libraries in the Washington

area. The trial used Telidon equipment from Canada which uses alphageo-

metric graphics which produce a sophisticated pictorial form of visual

display. Equipment at all si-tes was identical, consisting of a I9-inch

color television receiver and teletext decoder with a numerical keypad.

In additj-on, a meter attached to the keypad recorded each page or "frame"

requested and the time of day it was accessed. The households and pr:blic

sites received the same teletext service, broadcast on four vertical

blanking lines of the WETA television signal.8

T\uo alternative information services l^rere used in the !{ETA trial--a

"newspaper" and a "feature magazine.rr The small electronic newspaper

service, offered from June to December 1981, emphasized timely, "hard"

information, such as national news and sports scores, supplemented by

lists of conmunity events and consumer price reports. The sma1l feature

magazine was offered from January to June L982. It placed greater em-

phasis upon the design of the frames and upon a stylized presentation of

"softer" content such as word games, childrents stories, and electronic
.9art.

The most frequently used frames of the electronic newspaper were

concentrated among news, sports, weather, lists of entertaining events,

Bntton , "Computeri zr:ng

9rbid., p. L64.

fnformation, " pp. 163-L64.
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and business information. Frames offering corununity information and con-

sumer information were accessed less frequently. Users more freguently

accessed those frames that offered timely information and those that were

freguently updated. In addition, users tended to scan briefly several

information items, rather than read longer items completely. For example,

if a news story contained eight frames, most teletext users would read

only the initiat t$ro or three frames.

The patterns of use of the electronic magazine were somewhat sur-

prising, according to Elton and Carey. In addition to making much use of

timely information frames such as loca1 weather and a ski report, users

responded well to electronic art, a chess puzzLe, and charts of business

trends. In fact, a frame of electronic art was accessed more than any

other content frame in the trial homes, while ranking third in popularity

at the public sites. Commr:nity information frames were more frequently

accessed in the feature magazine service than in the electronic newspaper,

10
perhaps because they placed greater emphasis upon timely local news.

Findings of this study reveal strong age related differences in the

ways people approached, reacted to, and used teletext. Young males and

females approximately 10 to 30 years old demonstrated a facility with the

keypads that was largely absent from the behavior of older individuals,

those 45 and older. These differences were thought to be related to

differences in personal experiences of the young people with video games

and computers in school. It became apparent that the general public has

very little e>rperience with computer-based technologiy of any kind. A

lornid. , p. 165.
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eoncept such as "enter" which is second nature to a person farniliar with

computers is by no means obvious to the uninitiated. After all, people

do not press "enter" after dialing a telephone number or selecting chan-

nels on a television set. The teletext service did not have a stronq

appeal to senior citizens. Older people with arthritis and simpl" t"rn"

fingers could not manipulate the sma11 keypad without inadvertently

pressing extra keys. Another problem discovered during the observations

is the poor read,ing skills and weak or uncorrected eyesight of many in-
-11oLvl_duars.

In addition to the problems identified by users of the teletext sys-

tem, the WETA trial identified some concerns which face the producers of

a teletext service. The teletext producer must d,etermine the relative

importance to viewers of access time, size of data base, frequency of

updating the pages, and sophistication of graphics. This comes down to

two basic eonsiderations--production costs and access time. With the

current production methods, both the design of sophisticated graphics and

the frequently updating of frames are highly labor intensive and thus can

sigmificantly increase production costs.

Findings of the WETA trial reveal little evid,ence that the small

size of the data base rendered the service less attractive. When the
'. .:

service changed after the first six months and the number of pages was

reduced by nearly 50 percent, there was little change in overall use of

the service. It was also found that when multi-page stories were offered,

users rarely read past the second or third page. Evidence from the trial

lltnid. , pp. 166- L67 .
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suggests that the frequency with which information is updated appears to

be of greater concern to users than the size of the data base. In the

residential sample, those sections that were updated on a daily basis

were accessed about three times as heavily as ttrose updated only once a

-L2weeK.

Elton and Carey raise the question of whether teletext should be

aimed at the broadest mass audience or desigmed to provide servi-ces to

meet the special needs and interests of segments within the general popu-

lation. Find,ings from the WETA trial illustrate both choices. Several

of the pages used in the trial were of interest only to special user

groups such as daily library events or job listings. while these pages

were accessed much less than the more general pages, within the special-

ized user groups there was a high percent of usage,

Borrowing from the content models of radio and special interest

magazines, the argument could be made to support groups of specialized

teletext pages on a general service or a specialized teletext service

aimed at certain user groups. It seems most likely that the option of a

specialized service will be more viable for cable television operators,

independent broadcasters, and public broadcasting. Corwnercial networks,

according to Elton and Carey, are more likely to follow the model of com-

mercial television networks by providing teletext services desigrned to

appeal to the largest number of people and to grenerate the largest ad-

vertising revenues. Followed to its logical conclusion, this will likely

mean that commercial teletext services will duplicate each other much as

I2tbid., p. L6g.
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prime-time television on commercial channels. 13

In gTeneral, those who participated in the WETA teletext trial indi-

cated that they liked teletext. Nearly half responded that they would

be willing to pay to receive teletext in their home. Willingness to pay

was heaviest a.mong Blacks, blue-collar workers, heavy TV viewers, and

light to moderate readers of newspapers and magazines. Willingness to

pay was lower among middle-aged professional males and among hearry

readers. This suggests that teletext, a hybrid of 1I/ and text, wi-II ap-

peal in its early phases more to the population of hearry TV viewers than

to those who now rely strongly on newspapers, magazines, and other forms

of print, for information.14

Viewdata Projects

Perhaps themost relevant and comprehension trial of viewdata tech-

nology that relates to this study is the Green Thunb Project. Conducted

from March 1980 to July 1981, the Green Thunb Project was a test of a

viewdata system for farmers, carried out by the Cooperative Extension

Servj-ce of Kentucky, the University of Kentucky, and the U.S. Department

of Agriculture. Green Thumb tested the feasibility of delivering compu-

ter-based information services directly to the farm. The intended users

of the Green Thumb viewdata system were the farmers themselves, rather

than CES personnel. Thus, this application was designed for a specific

end-user audience and was sponsored by public funds, a novel combination

for videotex trials in this country.

13

L4

rbid. ,

rbid. ,

pp. 170-L'7L.

p. L66
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?wo Kentucky counties were selected to participate in the Green

Thumb Project. one eounty (Todd) was predominately large-scale corn and

soybean cash grain farms, while the other (Shelby) was composed of

smaller farms with beef, dairy, and tobacco the most important commodi-

ties. fn each county, 100 participants were chosen by cormrittees of

farmers and extension agents to represent the diversity of agriculture

with farm sizes ranging from 50 Eo 4,OOO acres.ls

Each of the 200 farmers in the project were given a decoding box

containing a microprocessing unj-t and a keypad. The Green Thunb Box was

connected to the farmer's television and telephone, enabling the user to

request frames of information from the computer by pressing a few buttons

and placing a phone ca1l. AccordS-ng to Diesslin, the user chooses de-

sired information from a written menu and sends the request to the com-

puter. The computer dumps the requested pages into the user's home

memory unit and the phone'disconnects. The information is then available

for viewing on the user's television scre"t.16

The Green Thumb menu offered numerous pages of weather, crop, live-

stock, and home mErnagement information, as weII as loca1 news. It dj-d

not provide general news or directory information nor did it support

computation. Up to ten pages couLd be stored (downloaded) after discon-

nect, allowing farmers to access the information without tying up the

'lq*"Pau1 D. Warner and Frank Clearfield, "Green Thumb: Extensionrs
Videotextr" Journal of Extension 20 (November-December T982) 222-

1a*-Howard G. Diesslin, "Videotext: Agricultural Applications in the
United States," staff paper, North Central Computer rnstitute, Madison,
Wisconsin, November 1981, p. 1.



telephone line". tt

Data on the Green Thumb Project was collected a

evaluation studies. The first, conducted by the Uni

focused on the operational aspects of the project, wl

carried out by the Institute for Communication Resea

versity , examined the impact on users. These studie

from interviews with users, conrmunity influentials ,

nonusers, Extension specialists and administrators,

records of frequency and type of information used,

The 2OO farmers who participated in the Green T

an average of 2.4 times per week. Howeverr usage va

among farmers. Some used it many times each day, wh

continued use altogether during the project period.

related, usage declined throughout the year of the t

not related to how easy users felt Green Thumb pages

of educationr or number of magazines read. Repeated

the total nrrmber of innovations a farmer had adopte,C

extension contacts

Marketing and weather information represented I

usagre (52 and 29 percent respectively) . However, du

perimental period, Green Thumb did not become a firs'

important source" of market or weather information.

L7^-'Ronald E. Rice and William Paisley, "The Green
periment , " Tel-ecommr:nicqtions Policy ( Spring 1982 ) :2 ,

18Warner, "Green Thumb: Extension t s Videotext, "

1q--Ric€r "The Green Thumb Videotex Experimentr" p

77

d analyzed in two

'ersity of Kentucky,

ile the second,

'ch at Stanford Uni-

sunrmartzed data

comparable group of

nd from the computer

umb Project used it

ied substantially

le 20 percent dis-

Although seasonally

st. Daily use was

were to read, Elmount

usage was related to

and the number of

percent of the

ing the 15-month ex-

or second "most

Rad,io, television,

Ihumb Videotex Ex-
3-227 .

_c. 22 .

229.
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newspapers, and. buyers still outranked Green Thumb at the end of the pro-
20

lecE.

Overall reaction to Green Thumb was favorable with two-thirds of the

farmers saying they are either satisfied or very satisfied with the ex-

periment. l{hen documenting benefits to their farm operations, 59 percent

reported that Green Thumb saved them time in getting information and 42

percent indicated that it saved them money in some phase of their opera-

tion. Likewise, over 50 percent of the farmers said the Green Thumb

weather information helped them make better farming decisions on planting

and harvesting and. 42 percent said they received higher prices for farm

products because of the Green Thumb marketing informatiorr.2l

Users said that they would be willing to pay an average of $8.75 per

month for the same Green Thumb services and an average of $17.50 per

month for e>rpanded services which would include features such as farm

business accounting. Non-users who lacked direct experience with Green

Thumb would be willing to pay only 66 percent as much for the sErme ser-

vice and 54 percent as much for expanded servi ""=."
All during the l5-month tria1, Green Thumb was plagued by technical

problems which certainly could have caused users to question its reli-

ability. Dr. John Rag1and, director of the project, views reliability

of the equipment and instrumentation as a major factor affecting clientele

evaluation over time. He estimates that a system like this needs a

)o-"Ibid., p. 233.
)'l--Warner, "Green Thunrb: Extensionts Videotextr" p. 24.

22wittiam Paisley, "Computerizing Information: Lessons of a Vider:-
text Tria1," Journal of Cormnunication 33 (Winter 1983):159.
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reliability of at least 95 percent. The first generation of equipment

and software in the Green Thumb Project reached only about 80 percent

reliability which is not enough to keep the confidence of the recipients.

During the course of the Green Thumb experiment, more than half of the

partj-cipants encountered problems using the Green Thumb boxes. The ma-

jority of the problems were technical, involving computer breakdowns--

not only at the farm level but also at the cor:nty and state l-erre1".23

The procedure of downloading information into the loca1 memory of

the Green Thumb box was an extremely slow process and discouraged crea-

tive use of the system. Delivery time for the first frame was about 45

seconds and up to three minutes for ten frames. Weather maps took even

longer. After a few uses, fa::mers learned that the more information

they requested, the longer they would have to wait. This caused them to

select only the most desired, high priority frarnes, once the novelty of

sampling the franes wore ott.24 Furthermore, when they did select other

frames besides the weather and marketing information, they often dis-

covered that the pages had not been updated for weeks or months. Thus,

the system was reshaped by circumstances into a special-purpose weather

and marketing information tyst"*.25

Some of these problems stemmed from the fact that although original

plans called for a dedj-cated host computer, the system was forced to

share an overloaded multi-purpose university computer. Not only did this

2 3oiesslin , "videotext :

24- -Ric€ r " The Green Thumb

)\--Paisley , "Lessons of a

Agricultural Application.s , 'r p. 2.

Videotex Experiment," p. 227, 233,

Videotext Tridl, " p. 160.
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prevent reliable conmunications with the two county processors, but the

Chicago market update was frequently unable to load its information into

the computer. In add,ition, the commercial supplier of the futures mar-

ket prices did not provide information for a two month period while it

changed management. Other excessive delays between updating frames were

attributed to staff frustration with technical problems and to the lack

of organizational resources committed to this smal1-population CES acti-
tavity.'" Extension specialists could not d.evote the time needed to design

and enter information for the 2OO Green Thumb farmers at the expense of

providing the expected services to the thousand,s of other farmers in the
27state.

Because the information on the Green Thumb Project was valued by

the farmers who participated in the study and because most of the prob-

lems encountered were of a technical nature, it would seem logical that

important lessons could be learned from this project which could be of

great value in desigrning other computer-based information services to

provide information for extension clientele. Perhaps the most compelli-ng

conclusion from this study is that the Green Thumb viewdata system was

no nore interactive than a teletext system. In fact, its data base was

only a fraction of that which could be easily managed on a typical tele-

text system. Because 80 percent of the requests were for ten percent of

the information, a broadcast service could have easily cycleo the rela-

tively sma11 data base and perhaps substantially reduced the waiting time.

26^.--Rice, "The Green Thumb

27Warner, "Green Thumb:

Videotex Experiment, " p. 227 .

Extensionts Videotext," p. 15.
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Usinq a teletext format would have made more effective use of the host

computer. Instead of downloading specific pages in response to each

user's requests, it could have supplied the data for a continuous broad-

cast of all the information which then would have been available to any

user whenever they needed it. This could have solved the problem of

limited access to the small nurnber of ports available on the host com-

puter and eliminated the complaint that Green Thumb users often reported

busy signals when trying to access the system.

Another major advantage to a broadcast teletext system over the

telephone-base viewdata system is that the cost is the same regardless of

the number of users. Instead of serving only 2O0 families, the Green

Thumb Project could have served 2,000 or 10,000 farnilies if a teletext

system had been used, assuming they all had teletext decoders. And with

many more families having access to the information systeni, it would have

been more feasible for extension specialists to allocate more time to the

preparation of Green Thutrb pages.

This does not mean that teletext is necessarily the most suitable

medium for all electronic text transmission. However, when relatively

small data bases are to be transmitted to geographically concentrated

audiences without need for a high leve1 of interactivity, teletext may

be the medium of choice. On the other hand, when more information from

a relatj-veIy large data base is need.ed with few users requesting the same

information, perhaps a viewdata system is indicated. The most compelling

attraction to either system is that the user is able to quickly and ef-

ficiently access the information he,/she needs to know when its needed.
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Other Viewdata Systems

In contrast to the viewdata system of the Green Thunb Project is the

British viewdata system, Prestel. With an esimtated 15,000 subscribers

as of December 1981, and several hundred information providersr2S Prestel

is often considered the prototype of a viewdata system. Prestel is a

constantly updatable general information electronic ptrblishing medium

which is particularly well suited to perishable information.29 Prestel

serves as a broad-based cotnmon carrier with the various information pro-

viders that use it being responsible for publishing informaLion that will

appeal to either a general aud,ience or to specific, special audience

groups.

One of the many special user groups add,ressed by Prestel in England

are people involved in agriculture. For convenience Prestel pr,rblishes

an agricultural directory identifying all the information provid,ers and

topics that may be of interest to the agricultural community. Along

with listing the hundreds of agricultural topics, the directory helps

users locate page numbers and shows page fees. By identifying various

special interest groups and targeting information to meet their needs,

the information providers on Prestel can have d.irect access to those in-

dividuals most interested j-n their information. Li-kewise, Prestel users

enjoy convenient, quick access to up-to-date information from a variety

of information providers on those topics of their greatest concern.

28_ .--John Tlzdeman, Et. a1., Teletext and. Videotext in the United States
(New York : McGraw-Hill , 1982) , p. 16 .

29- - Anthony Smith, Goodbye , Gutenberg (New York:
Pressr 1980), p. 261.

Oxford University
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Another broad-based viewdata system which provid.es a large data base

supplied by many information providers to a wide range of user groups

is Infomat, a private Canadian videotex corporation which uses Telidon
30equipment.-- In l"lay 1981, the Manitoba Telephone System and Infomat

launched the Grassroots agricultural data base as a combined trial and

consnercial system. For the field trial, 25 terminals were installed in

public locations while 24 others were rotated among farmers for 30-day

demonstrations. No evaluative information has thus far been available

from Informat regarding the Grassroots triaI.

As far as its comrnercial operation, in 1982 Grassroots reported a1-

most 200 paying subscribers with an anticipated 10OO sr:bscribers by f983.

Subscribers rent the Telidon terminals from the Manitoba Telephone Sys-

tem for $47.50 per month plus pay telephone connect charges of five cents

per minute to access the Grassroots data base. There are almost 10,000

pages of information available on Grassroots, which are provided by more

than 75 organizations. New pages are being added to the data base at a

rate of 1,000 per month and new information provid,ers are being added

each week, according to Grassroots promotional literature.

Grassroots bills itself as designed to meet the specific informa-

tj-on needs of the farming industry which more than any other business has

been isolated from markets, suppliers, and other farmers. "Given the

competition of today's international marketplace, the pressure to com-

pete effectively and efficiently becomes even greater. In addition,

agribusj.ness is facing many changes in method,s and marketing. Infomat

'otoueman, Teretext and Videotex, p. 22.
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believes that the first Telidon conunercial successes will be with data

bases, such as Grassroots, which are designed to provide complete data to

a very specific segrnent of the j-nformation market."3l

Implications for Cooperative Extension

To date, videotex applications in this countqp have tended to be

isolated and experimental in nature, supported by commercial organiza-

tions. Videotex projects in Europe, Japan, Canada, and other countries

around the world, while being more comprehensive, ambitious, and usually

government sponsored, have not yet realized the fu1l potential claimed by

their proponents. However, from the videotex projects discussed as well

as the many other systems in operation, it is obvious that this new

medium which features text and graphic info::untj-on from computerized data

bases in easily retrieved electronic form has a definite role to play in

the future. The question at this point is just what will that role be?

The user reponse to videotex systems has been generally very favor-

able as evidenced in the WETA trial and also in Project Green Thumb.

This was also documented in a prototype of the Green Thumb Project which

was conducted in Wisconsin from July through October, L979. A demonstra-

tion of the Green Thunb information dissenrination system was displayed at

various county faj-rs throughout the sunmer. Questionnaires were distri-

buted to those who viewed the demonstration to gather attitudes toward

the systern. Of the nearly 60C respondents, 90 percent said they would

use the system if it were available. Most would be willing to pay $f00-

$150 to buy the necessary equipment to access the information and

31^--Grassroots promotional information.
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The information of greatest interest was

and, market=. 32

Public Teletext

If the goal is to provide easily accessed, contj-nuously updated in-

formation to relatively large numbers of users, then a teletext service

might be the most efficient medium. Building on the recornrnendations of

the various trials, the University of Wisconsin-Extension has developed

Infotext, a scrolling text service which it broadcasts on its public edu-

cational television network. If the potential audience increases as more

people purchase decoders, it would seem that Infotext would offer a use-

fu1 vehicle for delivering extension education programming to various

clientele groups.

As Elton and Carey suggest based on the findings of the WETA tele-

text tria1, info::nation pages appealing to specialized user groups have

a high percent of usage. fn addition to the specialized information for

the hearing impaired on one Infotext channel, and the commodity and mar-

ket information for the agricultural cormnunity on the second, the Cooper-

ative Extension Service could expand its use of Infotext to broadcast

information designed to appeal to its other major clientele groups--

homemakers, youth, and community leaders.

Following the WETA findings that frequently updated, timely local-

ized information was mcrre desirable than a large data base, Infotext

might strengthen its appeal by incorporating more timely' frequently

32o-oid

Bulletin of
Suchrnan, " Pro j ect Green Thumb : A Demonstration in Wisconsin, "

:317-319.the Americaln Meteorological Society 61 (April 1980)
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As Info-

text changes its format from the present scrolling rototext to a format

which allows greater user selection, information could be targeted to

various regions of the state so users could select more localized infor-

mation.

Because teletext seems to have a strong youth appeal, it could be

an important med.ium for reaching young people. Capitalizing on the popu-

larity of video games, teletext games could be developed to provide edu-

cational programming for the 10 to 20 year old clientele served by the

4-H and Youth Development Progra:n Unit. Family Living Education could

use teletext to reach young families in the 20-30 year range, a critical

but hard to reach audience.

A L977 study of the impact of extension programnr:ing in shawano

County conducted by the UWEX Division of Progran and Staff Development

found nearly half of the people who reported contact with CES had contact

only through mass media. While onLy 22 percent reported attendinq a

meeting conducted by al extension agent, 64 percent had contact by news-

paper and 5I percent by radio or televi=iorr.33 This data suggests that

it is very important for CES to continue to use a variety of delivery

methods to implement its major programs- Teletext could serve to be an

important vehicle for reaching the hearry television viewers and the 10-30

year age group. If, as Elton and Carey predict, commercial teletext

services will compete for advertising revenue by appealing to the largest

33
Laverne B. Forest and t4ary

Shawano County--Conclusions and
Staf f Developmerlt, UniversitY of

G. Marshall , " Impact of Extension in
Implications, " Division of Program and
Wisconsin-Extension, 1977, P. 13.
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mass market, it may be the responsibility of the pr:b1ic sector through

the pr:blic broadcasting network to provide teletext information seryj-ces

to the more locaLized, more rural clientele.

Of course as cofiunercial teletext services do develop, the Coopera-

tive Extension Service could become an information provider for commer-

cial teletext broadcasters in much the same way it now provid.es informa-

tion on various comrnercial television and radio stations, newspapers, and

magazines. This option is dependent on the development of conunercial

teletext services and their willingness to include CES as an information

provider. As economic, political, and social conditions become right,

it is likely that some fo:cur of cornrnercial teletext services will- emerge

usj-ng television and FM,/SCA signals, cable television, or direct broad-

cast satellite transrnission.

Use of Viewdata

Rather than develop its own pr:b1ic viewdata network to provide a

large data base of information for extension clientele to interactively

select, it would seem more feasible to look to broadcast teletext as a

means to directly serve the mass audience. Because of the higher oper-

ating costs of a wired service, it would be more probable that CES will

trltimately be an information provJ-der to broad-based corunon carrier

viewdata services similar to Prestel when they develop in this country.

In addjtion, CES could provide information for specialized viewdata

services aimed at specific user groups. In fact, CES in some states

has already been asked to provide information for a viewdata system being

implemented by the American Farm Bureau Federation. A test operation of
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this system which involved eight states was scheduled from October 1981

to September J:g82.34

The most promising application of viewdata technologry for CES would

be to improve and orpand its internal information storage and retrieval

network. Such a network would greatly aid loca1 agents in county offices

in respondi-ng to the large volume of requests for specific problem-

related information. Rather than relying on resource files maintained

in 1ocal offices or contacting a specialist by phone for the necessary

information, an agent could search the information stored centrally in

electronic fi1es.

Various extension specialists could serve as information providers

to contribute to a growing data base of easily accessed, continuously

updated computerized information. This data base could ultimately serve

as a centralized source of information for agents all over the state,

replacing the easily outdated paper storage systems now used in county

offices. Agents needing information on a particular topic could find it

using a convenient indexing structure of the viewdata system. Special-

ists could update the stored information as often as needed without

having to redistribute "hard copy" to all offices and hope that it would

replace previous outdated information stored in county fi1es. And agients

would no longer be ove:r,vhelmed by pages and pages of information which

requires filing that somehow never seems to get done.

For example, if a client wants to know what caused the white spots

on her pickles or why the leaves are falling off his tomato plants, the

tnoiesslin, "videotext : Agricultural Applicatiorrs, " p. 4.
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agent could quickly access the necessary electronically stored informa-

tion by dialing up the WISPLAN viewdata reference index and zeroing in

on the appropriate answers to the questions. This central information

service would save agfent time and frustration by not having to manually

search his,/her office resources to try to find the information. It would

also help to insure that all agents gave out the same answers to the same

questions. Further, LE would spare the specialists from having to ansr^ter

the same question several times when asked by many agents-

As Lancaster found in his work with the CIA, an information re-

trieval system must be convenient and easy to use if it is to replace

dependence of personal paper files. His 1969 study of the CIA's agency-

wide infor:sration retrieval system revealed that it was not widely used

by CIA analysts because the complicated key-word search procedures re-

quired a specialist to access the information. When the system was

changed to a more convenient, user friendly system that the analysts

could use themselves, the analysts learned to depend on it to supply more

comprehensive, current info:::natiorr. 35

Another application of viewdata which would be extremely valuable to

CES is to provide a convenient index to all the resources developed by

county-based agents. There is a great deal of duplicated effort at pre-

sent when agents all over the state develop similar teaching materials

because they are not aware of what others have done. This duplication

could be eliminated if these materials along with those produced by

specialists were catalogued electronically in a viewdata system. Besides

35r. w. Lancaster,
Academic Press r 1978) |

Toward Paperleg;
p. 5-49.

Informatj-on Syste.ps (Wew York:
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listing who did what, the viewdata system could contain samples of the

actual materials so that others could evaluate their appropriateness for

a particular need.

While this objective could be achieved using other computer soft-

ware formats, viewdata would offer greater flexibility and convenience

in adding resources to the file. The SCRAM (Search Consumer Resource

Audiovisual Materials) is a computer progrErm on the WISPLAN system d.e-

sigmed to identj-fy resources for teaching consumer education. But be-

cause it is based on a limited number of key word.s and a fairly rigid

format to list data for each entql, it is not very flexible or accommo-

dating. A viewdata system would provide a more user friendly and adopt-

able format for indexing and sampling a greater variety of materials.

Thus, viewdata offers CES a convenient, easy to use means of build-

ing a vast computerized data base of current, research-based information

as well as a cataloging system linking members of;the organization with

all available resources including those in Extension library. With view-

data helping to improve the speed and quality of information flow within

the organization, local agents could more readily respond to the needs

of their clientele.

In addition the WfSPLAN main computer could keep track of the most

frequently accessed information from the viewdata data base. This most-

requested information could then be moved over to the Infotext teletext

service for broadcast throughout the state. For example, if tent cater-

pillars suddenly invaded the state and most agricultural agents contacted

the viewdata system to find out how to deal with them, that information

would be broadcast on Infotext so al-1 clientele with decoders could
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receive it. In this way CES could take advantage of the strengths of

both teletext and viewdata to better serve the residents of the state.

As we look to the future, various types of specialized and general

videotex systems are likely to emerge. CES needs to formulate a policy

on how it will interface with both pr:blic and corunercial videotex. Will

it be viewed as a competitor or an aIly? What would CES's role be in

developing the awareness and implementation of this new medium?



IMPLICATIONS FOR

CHAPTER FT\E

COMPUTER COMMUNICATTONS FOR CES

fncreased Information Flow

The most obvious effect of implementj-ng a comprehensive computer

communication network in a large, geographically dispersed organization

like the Cooperative Extension Service is to sr:bstantially increase the

potential flow of information between members of the organization. This

is a critical part of meeting the organization's responsibility to pro-

vide educational programs using the research and resources of the Univer-

sity to address the high priority problems of Wisconsin residents. Com-

puter conununication along with the more traditional channels of communi-

cation serves to keep extension agents in county offices all over the

state up-to-date on the most recent research information needed to ad-

dress the problems and concerns of the clientele they serve.

The recently completed WISPLAN network whj-ch links all county of-

fices to a central computer in Madison increases Extension's capacity to

distribute and process information. At present, the network is largely

a one-way message system with the two main communication programs repre-

senting nearly 60 percent of the current use. The most frequently used

is BROADCAST which allows designated individuals, primarily specialists

and administrators, to send statewide messages to specific agent groups.

This one-to-many function serves to quickly disserninate perishable infor-

mation to large numbers within the organization. By simply typing a
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message once into the WISPLAN network, a specialist can send instant in-

formation to several hundred county-based, agents. This is obviously more

efficient than sending the same information by conventional mail which

requires the message to be copied, envelopes to be addressed and stuffed,

and the delivery time which can amount to one to several days, especially

when third class postage is used to reduce the cost of a mass mailing.

Thus, use of the WISPLAN computer communication BROADCAST program

can greatly increase tfie efficiency of dissemination for time-critical

information throughout the organization. Using the BROADCAST function,

the Extension Service can more rapidly coordinate its resources. For ex-

ample, if a specialist learns of an irunediate statewide problem such as

a consumer fraud scam that is ripping off unsuspecting senior citizens

or a contagious plant disease threatening farmerrs crops, he,/she can

immediately BROADCA.ST the background information to all cor:nty agents

who in turn could alert the appropriate clientele. Conunercial news media

through statewide wire service sources or releases from local agents

could spread the information to the public and suggest that those need-

ing additional information could contact their local extension office.

By coordination of all available cornrrunication channels, CES can best

respond to the d,ernands of rapidly changing conditions. This coordination

might not be possible without the use of the instant internal information

transfer provi-ded by the computer communication network.

The second communication program, i"IAIL which allows any individual

with a user number on the WISPLAN system to send a message to any other

user or sma1l group of users, is currently used less frequently. WISPLAI{

coordinator Shaun Abshere estimates that at the present time 50 to 70
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percent of the cor:nty extension agents do not use the WISPLAN terminal

more than one or two hours per year. For the full two-way electronic

conununication potential of the network to be realized, agents will need

to develop the skills required to perform various functions on the ter-

rninal including developing competence in using the text editing program

needed to input messages. Further, agents must value the communication

opportunities offered by the computer network before they will use it to

a significant degree. This points to a critical need for more system-

atic and comprehensive agent training.

However, anticipating more extensive use of the WISPLAN network as

agents receive more training and develop the necessary ski1ls and appre-

ciation for the systemrs potential uses, serves to intensify the problem

of increasing telephone costs as use of the system is expanded. With

telephone rates expected to increase dramatically beginning next year as

phone companies charge for local access, the logical next step in the

development of the WISPLAN computer network is for county offices to be

equipped with micorcomputers that would a1low off-line processing and

automatic downloading from the main computer during the night to minimize

phone charges. With a microcomputer, messages could be created and

stored in the micorcomputer without tying up a phone line while being

connected to the host computer. When all outgoing messages were com-,

pleted, the long distance telephone connection could be made and the mes-

saqes very quickly transferred.

Besides increasing the cost effectj-veness of electronic messages,

loca1 microcomputers would also serve to decentralize the network and

could encourage more direct agent-to-agent communication. Instead of
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going through the central computer, a message from the microcomputer in

one county office could be sent directly to the microcomputer in any

other office or offices. This could serve to more efficientlv increase

the information flow between agents in each district and well as between

agents in the same program areas. This would be especially advantageous

for multi-county programming and sharing of resources when careful coor-

dination is critical. Using instant electronic messages, agents could

cormnunicate back and forth as needed without the frustration of repeated,

callbacks that often result from uncompleted phone calls because the

other person was out of the office when the call was placed.

In addition, 1ocaI microcomputers would open the door to more effi-

cient office management procedures by providing opportr:nities for word

processing, data base management, and e:rpanded, computational capacities

in each local office. It is likely that arrangements could be made with

vendors to purchase the necessary commercial software packages in volume

and at reduced rates. Special programs to handle tasks r:nique to exten-

sion offices could be developed under the direction of the WISPLAN staff.

Computer Conferencing

In addition to the increased information flow resulting from the ex-

panded use of computerized electronic mail functions, CES could look to

computer conferencing to supplement its other teleconferencing networks

to reduce the travel expense of face-to-face meetings. For over a decade

the University of Wisconsin-Extension has used teleconferencinq on its

statewide Educationaf Network (ETN) to teach various credit and non-credit

courses. ETN has also been used as a message service for county agents
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as well as for various agent group and conunittee meetings. More recently

the Meet-Me-Bridge network was established to facilitate teleconferencing

for groups up to twenty. Computer conferencing using the WISPLAI{ network

could further increase the organization's teleconferencing capabilities.

Because it is a written rather than an oral medium which can take

place in real time or non-real time, computer conferencing has some

unique characteristics which offer advantagies for certain functions. Ac-

cording to Turoff and Hiltz, computer conferencing can provide a better

means of considering complex, technical issues in a form that is not

dominated by certain individuals, but provides a greater opporEunity to

think through problems and give more attention to the specific topic.l

From their research on knowledge synthesis using computer confer-

encing at the Institute for the Future, Vian and Johansen report the com-

puter conference often consj-sts of informal exchanges that result in

initiating creative ideas.2 The computer conference allows for greater

networking among persons with different areas of expertise and for build-

ing ideas as a group synthesis pro..==.3

These findings suggest that computer conferencing wou1d. be particu-

lar1y well suited for extension program planning functions. Program

planning is an extremely important task in which program priorities are

1
Murray Turoff and Starr Roxanne Hiltz, "Meeting Through Your Com-

puterr" in Electronic Communications Systems, ed. William C, House (New
York: Petrocellii Books, 1980), p. 2O4.

2*.th1""r, Vian and Robert Johansen, "Knowledge Synthesis and Com-
puter-Based Communications Systems: Changing Behaviors and Concepts,"
Institute for the Future, February 1981, p. 6. ERIC ED 206 265.

3ruid., p. 9.
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identified, implenentation strategies are developed, and resources

allocated. To be successful, program planning requires input from

levels of the organization as well as clientele. Though approached

somewhat differently by each program unit, the procedure usually involves

several meetings of many comrnittees to allow for group decision making.

For example, the Family Living Education Prograrn Unit uses comrnittees

consisting of home economists representing each of the six districts,

subject matter specialj-sts, and program leaders for each of the five sub-

program areas. These five committees are responsible for developing the

statewide program in their particular subject area using information from

local advisory conunittees, county extension home economists, and informa-

tion on statewide and national trends. The process usually ca1ls for an

annual face-to-face planning conference along with meetings of the vari-

ous conunittees as needed throughout the year.

Because the desired goal of the program planning process is the

synthesis of the collective knowledge of all those involved, computer

conferencing could have much to offer as a communication medium for the

process. All too often face-to-face meetings or audio teleconferencing

using ETN or Meet-Me-Bridge are dominated by certain individuals who tend

to control the discussion. The tj-me limits imposed by real time meetings

can also serve to indirectly control the final outcome or decisions. On

the other hand, because computer conferencing aIlows each participant the

opportunity for contribution, it can result in more interactive partici-

pative decision maki.ng. Because it produces a written record of what

transpired during the conference, ideas that may have been lost in a

face-to-face or ETN meeting c€rn be reviewed later and incorporated if

are

all
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appropriate. Another advantage to the computer conference is the ease at

which consensus can be achieved. !{hen the group needs to know how parti-

cipants feel about an issue, a quick polling can a1low each member the

opportunity to express his,z'l:er opinions without being unduly influenced.

by previous speakers.

Besides the formal program planning process, computer conferencing

can be a useful tool for a great variety of tasks that require the col-

lective wisdom and judgrnent of several mernlcers of the organization.

Planning, coordination, and evaluatj-ngi are critical functions of exten-

sion work. Creatj-ve application of computer conferencing could serve to

reduce the need for travel time and, e>rpense by allowing members to work

together more prod,uctively and efficiently.

Information Retrieval Using Viewdata

Looking to the future, CES needs to consider the most efficient

means of collecting, maintaining, and distributing an extensive data

base that can be quickly accessed by all members of the organization and

easily updated with the most current, research-based information. In-

corporating the technology of viewdata into the WISPI"AN network coufd

meet these needs.

A central electronic data base would give all members of the Cooper-

ative Extension Service access t.o needed information to respond to re-

quests and problems of clientele as well as for the development of on-

going extension education programs. Subject matter specialists and other

information providers could contribute information to the computerized

data base, instead of distributing it in the traditional "hard copy" by
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mail to be filed in each county office.

Electronic files would have several advantages over local "hard copy"

files. First, the quantity of information would likely be greater.

Specialists could contribute more data to a central electronic file than

they could afford to mail to agents. Second, info::nation in an electronic

fj-le could be updated more easily. New information can easily be added

and old information istantly deleted. or revised without the need to re-

produce hundreds of copies and destroy the obsolete ones. Third, 1ocal

offices could save the time and expense of maintaining comprehensive

subject matter files. Fourth, all members of the organization could have

access to all the information. This is particularly important as CES is

involved in more interdisciplinary programmJ-ng. For example, the Meat

and Animal Science Department might be conducting some research on

methods to improve the tenderness of lower grade beef. These findings

might be reported to agricultural agents but not to home economists.

With a central electronic file, a home economist researching j-ssues in-

fluencing the tenderness of beef would find relevant information she

wou1d, not othe:r"rise see. Because specialists are assigned to campus

academic departments, they are not always a\rtare of the research going on

in other departments, especially on large university campuses. Thus, a

central file could greatly increase the information flow and accessibility

for all members of the organization.

To be useful, a central electronic filing system must be very easy

to use and update. Specialists would have to be able to input and re-

vise data with little or no training in computer progranuning. Likewise,

users of the file would need to be able to access anv information thev
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alphabetic indexing system used in

finding desired information simple
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The convenient "page" or frame and

a viewd,ata system like Prestel makes

and quick.

Delivering fnformation Directly to Clientele

The above d,iscussion of electronic mail, computer conferencing, and

viewdata has emphasized the benefits of computer conununication in in-

creasing the information flow inside the CES organization. It has been

implied that increasing the information flow within the organization

would ultimately serve to improve the alrility of agents and others in

the organization to better assist the residents of the state to solve

their problems and improve the quality of their lives.

Computer communication systems cEIn also be used to increase the in-

formation flow directly to clientele outside the organization. There

are t\^/o major ways clientele can interact directly with the WISPLAN com-

puter system. The first is by using the computer decision aid programs

already on-line and any that may be developed in the future. The deci-

sion aid programs take advantage of the computerrs computational ability

to analyze and evaluate data in the process of considering various de-

cision alternatives. It is likely that as more extension specialists

gain orperience with computers, learn how to utilize them in extension

programming, and receive training in developing them, more decision aid

programs and other forms of computer assisted instruction will be de-

veloped. As program areas begin to see more potential applications of

computer programs to meet their qoals, they are more likely to allocate

the necessatry resources for software development. Likewise, as specialists
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become more computer literate, they will be in a better position to

evaluate commercial software which may be applicable for extension pur-

Poses.

A second, even more profound way for computer communication to in-

crease the flow of extension information directly to clientele is by ex-

panding the present Infotext teletext service. This would allow for

direct teletext broadcast to everryone with a suitable decoder. Teletext

could prove to be a very effective means of disseminating time-sensitive

infomation directly to specialized user grouPs. In addition, it may

offer a unique delivery system for reaching young people and young

families, critical audiences that are often dj-fficult to reach by more

traditional methods of extension program de1ivery.

Linkages already exist between the WISPI*AN and Infotext computers,

mal<ing it fairly easy to convert messagies from WISPLAN information pro-

viders to Infotext. With more awareness of and more information of in-

terest to extension clientele available on Infotext, there would be a

stronger motivation for purchasing a decoder. This motivation, of course,

would be increased if other teletext services would be available that

used the same decoder.

As usage increases both on the part of the extension information

providers and also by the clientele, it would be easier to justify the

need to e:rpand Infotext to a more sophisticated, user-controllable sys-

tem. With the predictj-on that commercial teletext se:ryices are Iikely

to seek the more urban, more lucrative large-market audiences' it may be

up to the pr:bIic sector to provide teletext and other information utili-

ties to service rural areas.
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Role of Local Agents

ff the Cooperative Extension Service \^tere to expand its use of com-

puter corwnunications by increasing the utilizatj-on of its WISPLAN net-

work and by developing teletext and viewdata systems, what would be the

impact on the role of the 1ocal extension agent? That is a significant

concern to the hundreds of agents employed in these positions.

Speculating into the future, it is possible to develop two possible

scenerios. The first could be quite threatening to 1ocaI agents because

it could mean a reduction in the need for county agents. The computer

and its sophisticated work processing and information storage and retriev-

al capacities means that information can be easily processed, modified,

updated, and localized almost instantaneously. Tnstead of using 1ocal

agents to provide localized information to county resid,ents, a central

computer system could be programned to localize and modify information

to satisfy requests from all over the state. Developing an extensive

computerized data base that could be accessed directly by clientele by

means of a teletext or viewdata system would eliminate the role of a

local agent in providing that information for local clientele. Instead

of calling the local office with a question or problem, a resident

would request the needed information on a teletext system and receive the

answer on his televi-sion screen.

But extension education is more than simply providing information.

Education involves analyzing and evaluating information to syirthesize the

knowledge needed to solve problems. The second possible scenerio des-

cribing the future role of the local agent emphasizes the importance of

people-to-people contact in the educational process. It is somewhat more
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optomistic as it suggests that rather than diminished responsibilities,

the local extension agent may inherit increasing responsibilities. As

John Naisbitt writes in Megatrends: Ten New Directions Transforming Our

Lives, "the more high technologry around us, the more the need for human

A

touch."= He predicts that most of us will find ways of compensating for

the "high-tech" influence of the computer in our work and home environ-

ment. This need for more people-to-people interaction is already de-
R

centralizing our politics, our businesses, and even our very culture.

We are turning away from the centralized structures and institutions of

our society and turning toward a nevt sense of self-reliance and local

initiative that is driven by a growing ethic of participation. "People

whose lives are affected by a decision must be part of the process of
a

arriving at that decision. "-

These trends suggest that the loca1 extension agent will be ca11ed

upon more frequently than ever to play the change agent role that he/she

has traditionally served--helping local people to identify 1ocal prob-

lems, to gather information and resources to deal with the problems and

work with local leaders to develop strategies for resolving problems.

The local agent with knowledge of the local community combined with his/

her expertise and info:rnation gained from the extension information dis-

tribution system including WISPLAN, is in a position to be an extremely

valuable resource person to work with loca1 groups. The extension agent,

A-John
Lives (New

Naisbitt, Megatrends: Ten New Directions Transforming Our
York: warner Conununications, L982) , p. 53.
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using the information he/she has access to, can serve as a catalyst and

facilitator to work with locaI people to help ma-ke thi-ngs happen.

As we move into an information society in which the amount of tech-

nical and scientific information doubles every five years' we need to

develop skills to select and process information. As an adult educator

with skills in locating, analyzing, and usj-ng information, the local

extension agent is in a position to teach people how to survive in the

info:ruration society. By gaining personal experience in using computer

cormnunications through the WISPLAN network, extension agents will be

better able to help local residents make the best use of information

utj-lities including Infotext as well as other teletext and viewdata ser-

vices that may develop.

The role of educators in a future dominated by technology, will be

to help people recognize the dj-stj-nction between information and knowl-

edge. As Lewis states, computers can store vast amounts of information,

but it is up to humans to develop knowledge from this information as

they use it to solve problems.T

In the past, students have been expected to store information;
in the future, the emphasis will shift from having actual
possession of information to the process of having access to
it. Accordingly, education will lesson role processes for
remembering data in favor of developing the ability to engage
in analytical thinking. Students will learn hgw to use tech-
nologry in order to have access to information.u

7'Arthur J, Lewis, "Future
Education, " paper presented at
cation in Florda, February 6,

Brbi-,c. , p. 2L.

Applications of Electronic Technology to
statewide conferenc€ r The Future of Edu-

L979 , p. 2L. ERfC ED 206 260.
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As we look forward to living in ti-mes of increasingly rapid change,

it becomes the responsibility of Iocal, county-based extension agents as

well as other educators to strengthen their cormnitment to developing

positive interest in and opportunities for learning. Working together

with community leaders on a people-to-people basis extension agents can

help coordinate efforts to create additional opportunities for learning

such as developing networks with schools, the home, libraries, museums,

community centers, and businesses. Electronj-c technologrlz including com-

puter communj.cation networks can help in creating a "learning society"

which encourages people to gather, sort, and synthesize information to

solve their problems and find enjoyment in so doing. A learning society

that knows how to create knowledge from information can easily use tech-

nologiy to stimulate the imagination of people, not substitute for it.

Electronic technology will then become a tool or instrument of mankind

to use to amplify the power of the individuals who use it.

Need far Research and Evaluation

The purpose of this study has been to look at possible uses of com-

puter communication technology by the Cooperative Extension Service and

to explore various alternative applications that night offer CES addi-

tional opportunities to better serve j-ts clientele. Based on the find-

ings of various projects and trials, the study has suggested some general

future directions that CES may wish to consider in its long range plan-

ning to take advantage of the potential offered by electronic technology.

Since implementing any of these suggestions wou1d, require substan-

tial investment of pr:blic funds, careful analysis and evaluation of the
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alternatj-ves is essential before any decisions are made. Evaluation of

the current WISPLAN computer corumrnication system needs to be undertaken

before more far-ranging decisions can be made regarding the future di-

rections the system should take. This evaluation should consider the

effectiveness and impacts of WISPLAN on the organj-zation as well as on

the consnunication of individuals in the organization. Further, it should

consider the public impact by documenting how it affects CESrs ability to

serve clientele.

Some of the research questions ttrat might be asked include:

1. To what degree is WISPLAN being used and what is its effects
on internal communication?

--How has it influenced information flow within the organi-
zation?

--llow has it affected the use of other comrmrnication media?
--How can WISPLAN be integrated into the total CES communi-

cation system?

What is the impact of WISPLAN on CES personnel?

--Are agents, specialists, and adrninistrators able to oper-
ate the system with proficiency?

--What is the level of computer literacy among CES staff?
--What new conmunication skills are needed to effectively

use computer conununication?

How does WISPLAN contribute to meeting CES's goals of pro-
viding information and education to help clientele resolve
their problems?

--What data support actual benefits to clientele?
--Are WISPLAN and related computer conmunication services

available to a1l clientele or limited to certain groups?

Several research methods are suggested by Edison-Swift.9 Statistics

on computer message traffic and progrerm use can provide unobtrusive

2.

3.

9

sonnel
August

Paul Edison-Swi ftr, "ComPuters
Training and Computer System
7 , 19Bl, p. 54-56.

and Extension: A Program for Per-
fmplementation r " Madison, Wisconsin,
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measures to construct user profiles and interact with other research

methods. Network analysis of message traffic data can provide feedback

regarding the flow of j-nformation within the organization and the exis-

tence of formal or informal structures in the group. Such methods are

1r)
suggested by Rodgers and Kincaid and Danowski.-- Content analysis could

suggest the establishrnent of special communication structures within the

organization. Direct observation and attitude assessnent are ad.ditional

methods that could also be used. Edison-Swift recommend.s a multilevel'

rnultimethod approach to the evaluation because of the scope and complexity

of the WISPLAN ptoi""t.11

OnIy with more experience and evaluation can the Cooperative Exten-

sion Service identify the impact of computer conmunications on the or-

ganization, its mentbers, and its clientele. And only with more experi-

ence and evaluation will CES be able to decide the best use of this

promising ne$r colnmunication technolog:y for its future.

1nt'M"thods described in Everett M. Rodgers and Lawrence D. Kincaid'
Conununication Networks: Toward a New Par*digrm for Res9arch (New York:
Free pressJSSI) and James A. Danowski, "Computer-Mediated Communica-
tion: A Network-Based Content Analysis Using a CBBS Conference," in
Communications Yearbook 6, ed. Michael Burgoon (Beverly Hil1s: Sage

Publicatioosr L982), PP- 905-924-

11--Edisoll-Swi ft, ComPuters and Extension, F, 56.



GLOSSARY

Alphageometric. A tlpe of display able to show alphanumerics and build
shapes from geometric instructions.

Asynchronous. A communications method in which data is sent as soon as
it is ready, as opposed to methods in which data is sent in fixed
intervals.

Auto-answer. A feature of some modems which enables them to answer an
incoming call.

Bandwidth. The difference between the upper and lower litnits of broad-
casting wave frequencies that can be transmitted over a communica-
tion channel' measured in hertz.

Batch mode. The technique of executingr a set of computer programs with-

- 
out h,rman interaction or direction during their execution.

Cathode ray tube (CRT). The vacuum tr:be that grenerates and guides elec-
trons onto a fluorescent screen to produce such images as characters
or graphic displays on video display screens.

Conunand. A user instruction to the computer, generally given through a
keyboard.

Computer. A general purpose electrical system designed to manipulate in-
formation, incorporating a central processing unit (CPU), memory'
input/output (L/O) facilities' power supply, and cabinet.

Computer conferencing. The use of shared computer files, remote terminal
equipment, and telecormnunications networks to facilitate interactive
group communicatj-on.

Computer network. An interconnection of computer systems, terminals, and
conununication facilities.

cps. Characters per second.

Data. Facts' numlcers, letters, and symbols that become usable informa-
tion when processed.

Data base. A collection of interrelated data organized for ease of up-
date and retrieval.

Data communication. The movement of coded data from a send.er to a re-
ceiver by means of electrically transmitted sigmals.
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Data processing. The manipulation of data by following a sequence of
instructions to achieve a desired result.

Documentation. The instruction manual for a piece of hardware or soft-
ware.

Download. Transmitting information over a line from one processor to
Gther.

Dr:rnp. To copy or print out certain contents in memory or to transfer
information from memory to an external storage d,evice.

Electronic mail. A system of communication whereby an individual sends
a message to another individual or group of people with some or
all of the message journey is handled electronically.

Electronic spreadsheet. A computer software package which allows the
user to store and manipulate data in various matrix arrangements.

FACTS. Fast Agricultural Communications Terminal System of the Cooper-
ative Extension Service of Purdue University

Floppy disk. A. flexible, fIat, circular plate permanently housed in a
paper envelope with magnetj-c coating that stores data and software.

Freeze-frame. A type of teleconununication which uses stj-ll video pic-
tures transmitted over a narrow-band channel.

Frame,/page. A screen fu1l of videotex information.

Graphics. fnformation presented pictorially rather than alpha-
nulnerically.

Hardware. The physical equipment that makes up a computer system.

Information retrieval. The process of automatically extracting or ob-
taining desired information from a database.

Information utility. Computer services designed to provide information
ffier.
Input. The data that is entered into computer programs or the act of

entering data into a comPuter.

fntelligent terminal. A terminal that has some data processing capacity
or loca1 computing capacity.

Interactive. Computer software that provides give and take between the
operator and the machine.

K. A measurement of computer storagre capacity and transfer rates, an
abbreviation for kilobyte.
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Load. To put data and/or programs into a computer.

Mainframe. A large computer that provides the capacity to perform ap-

-Eations 
requiring large amounts of data.

Memory. The section of the computer where instructions and data are
stored.

Meet-Me-Bridge. A telecommunication network operated by the University
of Wisconsin-Extension.

Menu. A list of alternative actions displayed on the terrninal for selec-
tion by the user.

Microcomputer. A small but complete rnicroprocessor-based computer sys-
tem, including the CPU, memory, input/output interface, and power
supply.

Minicomputer. A smal1 computer, intermediate in size between a micro-
computer and a mainframe computer.

Modem. A device that transforins a computerrs electrical pulses into
auaible tones for transmission over the phone line to another com-
puter. A modem also receives incoming tones and transforms them
into electrical sigrnals that can be processed and stored by the
computer.

Multiplex. Sharing a conrmunicatj-on 1j-ne among several devices.

On-line. Directly connected to the computer and in a performance-ready
Gnaition.

Operating system. A collection of computer programs that control the
overall operation of a computer and perform such tasks as assigning
places in memory to programs and data, processing interrupts,
scheduling jobs, and controlling the overall input,/output of the
system.

Port. A physical area for the connection of a communication line between
the CPU and another external device.

Processor. The functional part of the computer s]'stem that reads, inter-
prets, and executes instructions.

Program. A seguence of instructions directing a computer to perform a
particular function.

Programnring language. A set of words and rules that constitute a
langruage understood by both the computer and the prograntrner.
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protocols. A set of conventions or rules governing the format and con-
trot of input and output data which determines how two pieces of
equipment "communicate" with one another-

Real-tj.me. Taking place during the actual occurrence of an event.

Remote printing terminal. A periphal printing device located at a site
away from the CFU and connected by telephone wires.

SCA. Subsidiary Conununications Authorization which allows teletext in-
formation to be multiplexed on the unused bandwith of FM radio
signals.

Software. A general term for computer Programs and documentation in-
-Gved in the operation of the computer.

Telecommunications. Transmission of data between a computer and another
compuCer or terminal in a different location.

Teletext. Textual and graphic informatj-on transmitted via broadcast
signals.

Terminal. A keyboard plus a CRT and/ot printer that can be connected to
a computer.

Text editing. A computer program that manipulates text information and
a11ows the user to make corrections, additions, deletions, and other
cnanqes.

Timesharing. A method of sharing the resources of the computer anong
se.reraf users so that they all appeax to be running different tasks
simultaneouslY.

User friendly. Descriptive of both hardware and software which are de-
;Igned to assist the user by being scaled to human dimensions, self-
instructing, and relatively error-proof .

Videotex. The generic term for interactive information systems which in-
--- cfuaes both teletext and viewdata.

Viewdata. A two-way interactive information service which uses tele-
phone lines to connect the user with the computer data base-

6ISpLAN. The computer network of the University of Wisconsin Cooperative

--Etension 
service.

Word processing. A text ed.iting system for electronically writing, for-
matEnq, and storing letters, reports, or any other written cormnuni-
cation prior to Printing.
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